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D-Day For Departments 
jproarams nervously await decision today on possiblp ruts 
JERK PIPPIN 
acifican Staff Writer 
UOP departments and programs 
i nervously awaiting word today on 
IM hither they will be on a preliminary 
i vt of programs to be reviewed for 
issible termination or reduction. 
Provost Philip Gilbertson, who 
Iliads the effort, said the program 
Review was needed because UOP has 
ddod many programs and majors in 
tccnt years without having any clear 
mse on what the school's priorities 
hould be. UOP also has a $2 million 
>udget deficit due to an unantici-
'Jted drop in enrollment this semes-
Many department chairs declined 
> be interviewed on the subject by 
''acifican, saying they first 
"anted to see the Oct. 17 list. But 
>"me faculty members said they wor-
"ed about the process being used. 
think we (the faculty) have a 
*"°us question, 'What's the basis on 
ls,nn7'H>are makin8 a11 ^ese deci-
J i ns. Professor Herb Reinelt of the 
I' ndosophy Department told 
Gilbertson at a meeting of the Aca­
demic Council Oct. 10. 
"I don't think we've got it laid 
out for us yet. ... As I read through 
the 'vision' statement, I'm really 
puzzled about role of the Liberal 
Arts," he said. 
I he DeRosa Administration has 
repeatedly said that current students 
will be able to complete their majors, 
even if the decision is made to even­
tually eliminate their program. 
Graduate programs are seen as the 
most likely to face the budget ax. 
Gilbertson will conduct three fo­
rums to discuss the possible cuts. He'll 
meet with administrators and support 
staff Oct. 21 at 2:30 p.m. in the 
President's Room, with students Oct.. 
21 at 7 p.m. in McCaffrey Center The­
ater, and with faculty Oct.,. 22 at 3 
p.m. in Raymond Great Room. 
Department and schools with 
programs on the preliminary list will 
have until Oct.. 29 to respond and 
defend their programs. A final deci­
sion on possible cuts will be an­
nounced in mid-April. 
Students and faculty at McGeorge 
Provost Philip Gilbertson 
Law School and The Dental School 
in San Francisco can breathe easier, 
as their courses will not be included 
in the academic rehaul. 
Here is a question and answer 
with Gilbertson, excerpted from the 
Oct. 9 issue of the University Bulle­
tin, on the process being used, the full 
list of effected programs will appear 
in next week's Pacifican. 
Q. Why is program review being 
done in a relatively short time span, 
completion by next April? 
A. The Academic Council and the 
Council of Deans think that the Uni­
versity should go forward in a timely 
fashion with a review of academic 
programs, and I agree. It is in the best 
interest of the University to move 
ahead with our plans for the future. 
Pacific has always been student-cen­
tered. Today, controlling cost to serve 
students better is more urgent than 
ever. The Board of Regents is com­
mitted to reducing tuition increases. 
So reducing cost is as important as 
focusing on our strengths. 
Q. Are non-academic programs of 
the University being reviewed with the 
same urgency? 
A. Yes. Non-academic enterprises, 
See program cuts page 2 
|U0P football study awaiting new athletic director 
KELLY RANKIN 
Pacifican guest writer 
UOP's plan to study whether to 
bring back football after this year has 
been delayed until after a new ath­
letic director is hired. 
Last spring when the school sus­
pended its football program, Presi­
dent Donald DeRosa was expected to 
appoint a committee that would 
evaluate whether football should re­
turn and under what circumstances. 
DeRosa told The Pacifican last 
week that he now wants the new ath­
letic director to head such an effort. 
"Whatever we do here has to be 
led by a new athletic director," said 
DeRosa. "One of the things that we're 
asking the new athletic director will 
*e to make an assessment, a rather 
early assessment, of whether or not 
UOP could have a football program 
at a level consistent with our overall 
mission and resources." 
"It was suspended and it was de­
termined that we would not have a 
football program in this fall, but there 
was no definitive statement made 
about when we would again," said 
DeRosa. 
Several students said they miss 
the excitement that goes with foot­
ball and the traditional homecoming 
game. 
"Traditionally, homecoming and 
football go hand in hand. Personally, 
I feel that we're in for a rude awaken­
ing. However I'm trying to keep op­
timistic," said senior Ozzie Zamora. 
See football page 2 
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Program Cuts 
continued from page 1 
such as food service adn residence 
halls, are in the process of being re­
viewed, our institutional advance­
ment division is being restructured, 
and areas such as athletics and aca­
demic support units are undergoing 
major review. There is hardly an area 
of the campus that won't be re-ex­
amined during the cooming months. 
Q. What effect will the program re­
view results have on students currently 
enrolled in programs that are being re­
viewed? 
A. Students wil be able to com­
plete the requirements for any pro­
grams in which they are currently 
enrolled. 
Q. How are the areas for academic 
review being determined? Who is mak­
ing the decisions about what academic 
programs are being reviewed? 
A. On Oct. 17, I will propose a 
preliminary list of academic pro­
grams to be reviewed, this list will 
be refined by input from the schools, 
the Academic Affairs Committee, the 
Academic council, the ASUOP Sen­
ate adn others on campus. Then a 
revised list of programs for review wil 
be announced by the President on 
Nov. 8. These programs will work 
with faculty program review panels 
from November to February. 
Q. What criteria are being used to 
evaluate programs? 
A. The three basic criteria are pro­
gram centrality, program quality and 
program management, as established 
in the 1993 University Strategic Plan. 
The Provost's Office will provide in­
formation to each program under re­
view in four areas: Student, faculty 
and staff, budget, and comparison-
school data. Each program will thus 
have access to the information that 
will be used in the review process. 
ued. Continued support for pro­
grams under review is important, be­
cause some programs will likely be 
strengthened. .... 
Q Who makes the final decision 
regarding the future programs to be of­
fered by the University? 
A. The President, in consultation 
with the Board of Regents. 
Q. What are the possible outcomes 
for a program under review? 
A. A program under review could 
be enhanced, maintained as it is, re­
organized, diminished or discontin­
Q. When and how will the deci­
sions be announced? 
A. The process will be concluded 
by mid-April. Faculty, students and 
staff impacted by program review 
will first be informed of the deci­
sions. Then the decisions will be an­
nounced to the campus. These deci­
sions shouldd conincied with Uni­
versity decisions on priorities for the 
next five years. 
Q. How long will it take for a pro­
gram to be phased out? 
A. It will depend on a variety of 
factors, including how long it will 
take full- time students in the pro­
gram to complete all requirements-
probably one to three years, depend-
ing on the program 
In Memorium 
Robert L. Heyborne, Dean of 
the School of Engineering from 
1969 to his retirement in 1990, 
died on Sunday, October 13, 
1996. He was 73 years old. 
Prior to coming to UOP Dean 
Heyborne was a Professor of Elec­
trical Engineering at Utah State 
University, where he was selected 
Professor of the Year in 1962 and 
received a National Science Foun­
dation Science Faculty Fellow­
ship, Stanford University, 1966-
67. Assuming the Dean's role at 
a time when the School was strug­
gling with low enrollment, Dean 
Heyborne led the School to significant 
growth and full accreditation by the 
Engineering Council for Professional 
Development (now called Accredita­
tion Board for Engineering and Tech­
nology). 
Throughout his tenure he was rec­
ognized by his colleagues for his work 
in engineering education. Among his 
awards were being chosen Engineer 
of the Year in 1972 by the San Joaquin 
Joint Council of Professional Engi­
neering Societies, the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award from the College of 
Engineering at Utah State Univer­
sity, in 1983 the Alvah K. Borman 
Award from the Cooperative Edu­
cation Division of ASEE and in 
1986 the ASEE Clement J. Freund 
Award. He is survived by his wife 
DeNese, son Lynn and daughter 
Brenda, who ask that all dona­
tions be made to the Robert L. 
Heyborne, Dean Emeritus, Engi­
neering Student Scholarship 
Fund. Services will be held at the 
Church of Latter Day Saints, 3700 
N. El Dorado Street, on Thursday, 
October 17, 1996 at 11:00 a.m. 
Football 
continued from page 1 
"1 don't think Homecoming will 
be the same this year without the 
football game," said sophomore 
Monalisa Siofele. "Hopefully one day 
UOP will realize how great of a loss 
this is." 
But one of the key questions: that 
has been raised about this issue is if 
football is brought back, should it be 
at a lower level, which might reduce 
the cost? 
Some students think this is a 
good idea. 
"Yeah, I'd like to have football 
back, but in Division I-AA. That way 
we could compete with Sac State and 
UC Davis," said Andrew Reyes, a 
sports management major. 
"I think it should come back, but 
not as D-l because we can't compete 
at the D-l level," said former foot­
ball player Uriah Delozier. "I think 
it's good for UOP. It gave people things 
to do on Saturday afternoons. It 
brought unity to the school." 
"People wanna see a winner," said 
Nick Sellers, a former quarterback for 
the Tigers now living in Alabama. "I 
think we could win at 1-AA level." 
But without an athletic director, 
the process of reevaluating the sport 
is stalled. 
"Right now football is suspended, 
period," said John Stein, the execu­
tive assistant to the president. "And 
nothing's going to happen until we 
have an athletic director, an analysis 
[of the football program], recommen­
dations of options, and a decision 
based upon the most complete infor­
mation that we have available." 
Yet acting Athletic Director Cindy 
Spiro provided a glimpse of hope. 
"We have not sold any of our football 
equipment," she said. "It's all in stor­
age." 
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Ivvitch to tri-mester, quarter system to be studied 
ARRIE HAYWARD 
[acifican staff writer 
UOP is considering a variety of 
hnol calendar changes—including 
trimester system-to better meet 
Inal accreditation standards. 
Academic Council Chairperson 
M Langer said that UOP's current 
lendar provides fewer than the 75 
lass days required. While she 
tressed that there are no immediate 
,lans to restructure the entire aca-
lemic year, she said that the issue was 
ddressed at a recent Academic Af-
airs Committee meeting. 
'The fall '97 schedule, as cur-
ently set, is too short. The problem 
s how to fix that, and there are some 
ibvious solutions," said Ron 
ioverstad, a member of an Academic 
Affairs Committee subcommittee set 
ap to study the issue. 
Some possible solutions for fall 
97 include borrowing a week from 
nother session and holding final 
xams over the last weekend of the 
emester, he said. 
Langer said one of the long term 
.hedules being considered involves 
utting January term and lengthen-
ig summer break to create three se-
lesters. This was Provost 
ilbertson's main suggestion to the 
cademic Council. 
"Given the changing face of 
igher education, why not give our-
Tves maximum possibility and see 
we can't figure three equal terms, 
UOP is considering changing to a trimester system Scott Kaufmann 
so that some programs that wanted 
to have a full third semester could do 
so—like Pharmacy does," he said. 
Another long-term option is the 
quarter system used by state schools, 
Gilbertson said. 
"There's a whole variety of op­
tions that exist. (Trimester) wouldn't 
have to be the only one," Hoverstad 
said. 
Faculty and staff members have 
had mixed reactions to the proposed 
calendar change, pointing to flaws in 
semester alternatives like the trimes­
ter and quarter. 
"Trimesters generally run 10 
weeks and that's just not enough time 
to get into a subject and actually get 
any work done," said Eleanor 
Wittrup, an assistant professor of 
philosophy. "You just sort of start to 
get rolling in a class and get every­
body settled in and then it's over." 
Assistant Director of Student Ac­
tivities Greg Lehr, who worked un­
der Cal State's quarter system for 
seven years, noted both negative and 
positive effects of that calendar. 
"From an administrative view­
point, I sensed more stress with stu­
dents (on the quarter system). Hav­
ing said that, there are many students 
who love a quarter system because if 
you're in something that you're not 
enjoying, you have only ten weeks. 
The light at the end of the tunnel 
seems to be a lot closer," he said. 
Several UOP students' reactions 
were just as mixed as those of the fac­
ulty and staff. Senior Cindy Rich­
mond didn't see any problem with 
the current, shortened calendar. 
"I'd rather stick to the semester. 
I'm not really worried about those five 
days," she said. 
Amy Murata said she could see 
both sides of the trimester argument. 
"I think there are positive things 
about a trimester system. We'd be able 
to take a larger variety of courses... . 
On the other hand, the new system 
would cause inconveniences in things 
like study abroad programs, intern­
ships and co-op," she said. 
Senior Celexsy Stout disliked both 
the trimester and quarter suggestions. 
"I like the semester system. I 
think it's perfect. That way I don't 
have to get on some wacky system 
that I'm not used to," she said. 
Gilbertson acknowledged the 
challenge of satisfying faculty, staff 
and students. "We have a number of 
difficult choices to make," he said. 
In the end, officials said, it all 
comes down to students' best inter­
ests. Langer said the eventual calen­
dar change will be made with a view 
to providing quality education for stu­
dents. 
"We have to be flexible in our 
thinking. We don't want to cheat stu­
dents," she said. 
OME ONE, COME ALL: A celebration of the University on October 26 
HE PACIFICAN 
A celebration with music, games 
md a fun afternoon with campus and 
ommunity in Stagg Memorial Sta-
lium will happen at the first annual 
* Festival to be held Saturday, Oct. 
We are offering a 'celebration of 
,e ^ niversity' to the community and 
11 ose traditionally tied to Pacific 
1 fall events - students, alumni, 
arents« faculty and staff, and the 
rninunity," said Director of Alumni 
parent Programs Terrise 
Fall Festival grew from the Home-
ng "Festival on the Field" into a 
;°r eve,nt of its own this year. Stagg 
orial Stadium from 11 a.m. to 5 
aft W'U ftlled with commercial, 
fooc* booths as well ads in-
1 !0n tables to tout various cam-
io°is( groups and organiza-
•i D i main music attraction will 
l Belushi and the Sacred Hearts, 
then area ^or ohildren sponsored 
e Benerd School of Education, a 
inme ^eatu"n8 all-day enter-
n , and a beer and wine gar­
den will be featured. 
Various schools and colleges have 
events planned, with College of the 
Pacific sponsoring a "Chatauqua 
Tent," featuring the eminence's of 
Pacific co-founder William Taylor and 
British World War II statesman Win­
ston Churchill; the School of Phar­
macy will help people quit smoking 
with a "Cigarette Toss" booth; the 
School of International Studies will 
emcee a geography quiz; University 
College will host a cake walk; 
Eberhardt School of Business will host 
an entrepreneurial quiz; and the 
School of Engineering will demon­
strate virtual reality and robotics. 
"We want to make this a family-
oriented even that will become a tra­
dition at UOP," Giovinazzo said. 
Steve Whyte, Business '79, owner of 
WhyteHouse Productions, is a special 
coordinator for the Fall Festival. Call 
him at (209) 368-4626 regarding com­
mercial, craft or food booth reserva­
tions. . . 
Also planned for the Festival in 
the stadium are booths featuring 
KUOP, Celebrate Diversity and works 
from the Art Center. 
Events will take place all week­
end long, including the annual Dis­
tinguished Alumni Awards Banquet 
to be held Friday evening, Oct. 25, 
in Raymond Great Hall. The A.A. 
Stagg Luncheon will be held in the 
Pacific Club at 12:30 p.m. Saturday. 
Women's volleyball plays Nevada 
on Saturday at 7 p.m. in A.G. Spanos 
Center. The School of Engineering 
will host an alumni barbecue and 
meeting from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on 
Saturday. The soccer tournament 
continues on Knoles Field Sunday 
morning, with the Tigers scheduled 
to play North Texas at 2 p.m. 
The classes of '61, '66, '71, '76 
and '81 will hold reunions Saturday 
evening. "I hope alumni will be en­
couraged to come 'home and visit 
their alma mater and college friends," 
said Reunion Coordinator Kelli Will­
iams Page, COP'87. 
The week preceding the festival 
weekend will be Greek Week, which 
will culminate in the annual Lip-
synch Contest and the crowning of 
a king and queen at the Festival Sat­
urday afternoon. 
EUROPE $239 
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The quonset huts will be removed for the new dining hall 
New dining facility for 1998 
Scott Kaufmann 
BECCA ROMANS 
Pacifican guest writer 
Starting in fall 1998, UOP students 
will be eating at a large new central 
dining facility to be built where the 
Quonset Huts are now located, accord­
ing to the latest plans by UOP admin­
istrators. 
Although funding and other final 
issues must still be resolved, officials 
said they expect construction will be­
gin next fall, forcing the relocation of 
the Geology, Geography, and Art de­
partments. 
"A new central dining facility 
would help bring the entire campus 
together under one roof. It is an ex­
cellent idea," said ASUOP President 
Alexia Stjerne. 
According to officials, an antici­
pated settlement of $800,000 to $1 
million of insurance money from the 
Callison dining hall fire last fall will 
be used to help aid this project. No 
decisions have been made yet in re­
gards to what will happen to Callison. 
Specific plans for the central din­
ing facility are still being discussed. 
Stjerne said that a committee will be 
forming soon, consisting of both stu­
dents and faculty to help develop 
ideas for the facility. She feels that 
there are many options open for dis­
cussion and that this committee will 
bring together a variety of perspec­
tives. 
John Stein, executive assistant to 
President DeRosa, said the discussion 
over the details of the dining facility 
could be beneficial for the campus. 
"This new dining facility is an oppor­
tunity for residential life to look at the 
needs of the students." 
Upon completion of this new cen­
tral dining facility, Grace Covell din­
ing hall and Elbert Covell dining hall 
will close down. Exactly what will be 
done with these dining halls has not 
been decided yet, officials said. 
Deciding on a new location for the 
Geology, Geography, and Art depart­
ments also is in progress. Rebuilding 
the departments somewhere on South 
Campus was one of the suggestions, 
according to Stjerne. 
Kemp promises economic turnaround 
DERK PIPPIN 
Pacifican staff writer 
Jack Kemp greeted 2,000 
ehusiastic Republicans from the San 
Joaquin Valley area, including a 
handful of UOP students, inside the 
Spanos Jet Center at Stockton's Met­
ropolitan Airport last Saturday. 
With the election less than one 
month away and the Dole/Kemp 
ticket trailing by double digits in state 
polls. The appearance by the GOP 
vice-president nominee marks a con­
tinued effort by Republicans to claim 
California in November. 
"This goes to show that the Re­
publican leadership knows that the 
San Joaquin Valley is important to the 
race," said Sylvia Sun Minnick as Mr. 
Kemp's plane pulled up to the po­
dium. Ms. Minnick is the Republi­
can candidate for the state Assembly 
seat in the 17th district. 
"The true spirit here," she added, 
"is that we are trying to make a turn­
around in our economy." 
The message Mr. Kemp delivered 
included promises to cut income tax 
rates by 15%, reform the welfare sys­
tem and to reduce capital gains taxes 
for small businesses and budding 
entrepenures. 
"If we take the tax and regulatory 
burden off the American people, from 
San Joaquin County to South Central 
Los Angeles, this country can grow, 
prosper, and provide jobs and food," 
said Mr. Kemp. 
The Dole economic p.an attracted 
loud cheers from the audience. That 
See Kemp page 7 
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rict guidelines established to select Fall Festival King and Queen 
IrCA ROMANS 
cificon guest writer 
he coronation of last year's 
Lecoming King and Queen was 
Le(j by charges of ballot-stuff-
j unfair campaigning, and last 
|nute changes in the selection 
/ess. 
\SUOP Will soon be picking the 
I: Fall Festival King and Queen 
eplace the homecoming event, 
j officials said they have estab-
|ied stricter guidelines to prevent 
accurrence of the problems. 
•We are trying to avoid reoc-
Irring problems from last 
V and to prevent unfair judg-
the teachers on the selection 
nmittee are chosen from all dif-
ent departments," said Kristen 
klia, special events director of 
tlOP. 
Eight candidates were selected 
J Fall Festival court following the 
lection process. They are: Brad 
Ion of Omega Phi Alpha; Ryan 
Denham of Phi Delta 
Theta; Chase Haag of Pi 
Kappa Alpha; F. Neil Will­
iams of AASU; Kristin Haz­
ard of Delta Gamma; 
Celexsy Stout of PRSSA; 
Maria Francois of Kappa 
Alpha Theta; and Connie 
Chang of Rho Pi Phi. 
Candidates are now 
able to publicize around 
campus with posters and 
signs. However, all pub­
licity must be removed 
from the McCaffrey Cen­
ter no later than midnight 
on October 24, the night 
before voting begins, ac­
cording to Taglia. 
To prevent unfair 
campaigning with each 
organization, certain pub­
licity guidelines have 
been set. T-shirts and 
other apparel will not be 
allowed this year so that larger or­
ganizations do not have an advan-
Chase Haag, Brad Quon, Ryan Denham, and F. Neil Williams Scott Kaufmann 
' Hazard, Maria Francois, Connie Chang, and Celexsy Stout 
tage over smaller ones. 
Voting for the eight candidates 
will take place on Octo­
ber 24 and 25 in the 
McCaffrey Center. A 
master list of each stu­
dent eligible to vote will 
be used to prevent ballot-
stuffing, according to 
Taglia. 
"After each student 
votes, their name is 
crossed off the list." 
The Homecoming se­
lection began this year 
with nominations of pos­
sible candidates through 
various campus organiza­
tions. Some of the orga­
nizations included Greek 
organizations, Public Re­
lations Student Society 
of America (PRSSA), and 
African American Stu­
dent Union (AASU). 
Each nominee filled out 
an application and sub­
mitted a written essay. 
according to officials. 
The applications were reviewed 
and interviews were conducted 
with each nominee. Both the es­
says and interviews were each 
judged by five teachers randomly 
chosen from around campus, ac­
cording to Taglia. Grades and ac­
tivities were also included in decid­
ing the homecoming court. 
On Saturday, October 26, 1996, 
at the first annual Fall Festival cel­
ebration, the 1996 Fall Festival 
King and Queen will be crowned 
during a coronation ceremony. 
service 
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41 YEARS of QUALITY 
"Manny," 
tnu'a cFresJi 
Breast of Chicken Sandwich 
Marinated Carved from the Bone 
"Stockton's Best" 
Rotisserie Turkey 
"The Real Thing" 
Rotisserie Chicken 
with Fresh Herbs 
Barbequed Beef Sandwich 
from our Wood Burning Oven 
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper 
Fish and Chips 
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Salads 
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Volunteer hotline begins 
Omega Phi Alpha was closed because of fire hazards. 
Frat 'homeless' at UOP 
BILL PARKS 
Pacifican staff writer 
The Eiselen house on the UOP cam­
pus became one of the quietest dorms 
last Monday when Omega Phi Alpha 
fraternity members were asked to find 
alternate living arrangements - just one 
month after they had moved in. 
Eiselen was home to Omega Phi Al­
pha members until the University gave 
them one week's notice to pack up, be­
cause the dorm was not cost effective. 
Derick Morat, UOP director of stu­
dent activities said at least 20 residents 
were necessary to make the dorm "cost 
operable" to the University. 
The president of Omega Phi Alpha, 
Jed Sims, attributed the problem to the 
University's lack of communication be­
tween the Housing office and the fra­
ternity. 
"The University should have told 
us in June when school let out that they 
would have Eiselen available for Omega 
Phi members when they come back in 
the fall," he said. 
Sims said Housing informed the fra­
ternity two weeks before school started 
that a dorm would be available, but by 
that time members had made living ar­
rangements elsewhere on or off campus. 
"Running around has had a definite 
impact on my grades and has set me 
one week behind in my classes," Omega 
Phi Alpha Vice President James Ward 
said. 
Most members from the fraternity 
have found alternative housing. 
Sophomore Bodie Thorpe was given 
five days to move out of Eiselen and is 
now living in Grace Covell Hall. Like 
other members, Thorpe is upset over the 
University's decision. 
Omega Phi Alpha officials are in the 
process of signing a lease with the Uni­
versity to obtain rights to live in their 
condemned house in Fraternity Circle. 
With cooperation from the administra­
tion, members will move back to their 
old house by next semester. 
Sierra Summit 
Mountain Resort 
P.O. Box 236, Lakeshore, CA 93634 
Located in the Sierra National Forest 
Job screening & applications for seasonal winter employment 
will be accepted at the McCaffrey Center on 
Monday, October 21,10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
We have a large variety of jobs to be filled and a limited amount 
of employee housing available. See you there! 
(209)233-2500 An E.O.E. 
MULTICOLOR 
CUSTOM 
SCREENPRINTING 
EMBROIDERY 
California Tees 
"Model open daily 
•Unique 1,2 & 3 
bedrooms 
'Park - like setting o >• i * > • s 
•Fireplaces Best Value! 
•Pool/Spa Best Location!! 
Grouse Run Apartments 
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710 
NEW STUDENT 
DENTAL PLAN 
No charge for 
diagnosis and x-rays 
only $5700 
per year 
Call for brochure ~ (800) 655-3225 
The Pacifican 
Anderson Y Center has a new Vol­
unteer Opportunities Hot Line, a voice 
mail system which will list hot news 
about service opportunities in the Stock­
ton area. 
"In our ongoing effort to meet our 
goals of improving the linkages between 
students, faculty and staff and service 
opportunities, the AYC now provides in­
formation directly to callers," said Di­
rector Fran Abbott. She said the infor­
mation is updated at least three times 
weekly. 
Call 957-6465 for the latest in ser­
vice. 
Oct.13 St. Joseph's Medical Center 
"Health & Safety Fair" at 1800 N. Cali­
fornia St. needs event staff to distribute 
information to youth, contact Natalie@ 
461-5122 
Oct.28-31 Lodxi Boys adn Girls 
Safehouse. Volunteers will help with 
game booths and crowd control. Event 
held at Boys and Girls Club gymnasium 
275 Poplar in Lodi, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m. Contact Mr.Cotton @ 334-2697 
Mary Graham Children's Shelter at 
500 W. Hospital Rd. (Located behind 
San Joaquin General Hospital) is look­
ing for classroom aides from 7:45 a.m. 
to 2:00p.m. on weekdays. 
Contact rose Clegg @ 468-6966 
San Joaquin Prevention Partnership 
located at 640 N. San Joaquin needs 
marketing and youth counselors f0, 
employment training program "Em. 
powerment through Employment", 
contact Ruth Reynolds @ 468-3917. 
Stockton Public Library needs read-
ing partners for students grades K-12, 
Reading partners meet once a week for 
approx.l hour. Contact Toni Mandaia 
Williama @ 937-8035. 
Stockton Peniel Neighnorhood 
Center is seeking tutors and mentors al 
after school drop in center on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, adn Thursday from 3:00 
p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and on Friday from 
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Contact Bob 
Margaron. Email: StPNC@AOL.C0M 
Boys and Girls Club Rites of Pasage 
Club is seeking mentors and role mod­
els. Contact William Lattimore@ 466-
1264 
Marshall Middle School HOST pro­
gram needs tutor/mentors for reading 
sessions with 7th and 8th grade stu­
dents. One hour a week. Contact Kim 
Hughes @ 953-4977. 
Sports and martial arts program: 
needs volunteers on a regular basis. Call 
Rinalda Crane @ 466-5237. 
Humphreys Coll 
LSAT Prep Class 
WHAT YOU WILL 
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE: 
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of 
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and 
techniques taught in class. 
Two full length released LSATs. 
Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2, 
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you 
focus your study time. 
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan 
Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions. 
Dates/Times: Saturdays, October 26 and November 2,9,16,23, and 
30 at 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Cost: $275.00 pre-paid (no college credit) 
— compare to others costing $700.00+! 
Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration is required. 
Call now to reserve 
your seat in class! 
6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr. 
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800 
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Wanted: 20,000 teachers. Now! 
New state law allows public school teaching without majoring in education 
DERK PIPPIN 
pacifican staff writer 
UOP graduates can find immediate 
employment in California's public 
schools thanks to educational reform 
legislation which passed through the 
State Assembly in July. 
The measure attempts to relieve stu­
dents and teachers in overpopulated 
classrooms and to enhance the quality 
of education by offering a $650 per child 
incentive to every school district which 
limits classroom enrollment to at least 
20 children in grades K-3. 
Because only 5,000 new teaching 
certificates were issued last year, the 
date's credentialing board lowered the 
requirements for prospective teachers. 
Any person can now teach in a Califor­
nia classroom after earning a Bachelors 
degree and passing the CBEST test. 
No credential is required but can­
didates must be enrolled in an on -the-
job training program administered by a 
University or school district and super­
vised by an accredited teacher. 
Students at U.O.P. offered mixed 
reactions to the possibility of teaching 
upon graduation. 
"(SB 1414) is great for my friends and 
myself. We all have guaranteed jobs 
lined up," said Sheila Barth, who is fin­
ishing her last year at the Benerd School 
of Education. 
But not everyone is as optimistic. 
"To me it's ludicrous," said Gina 
Espinoza, also a student in the Depart­
ment of Education. "They (school ad­
ministrators) have been complaining 
for years that teachers are under quali­
fied." 
"It would have been too much for 
me," added fellow student Mike Sexton, 
"without having additional experi­
ence." 
The bill was supported by a broad 
range of individuals and organizations 
in California, including bipartisan 
members in the state Legislature, Gov. 
Pete Wilson, an the state's PTA and 
Teacher's associations. Also, provisions 
outlined by Proposition 98 require the 
state to spend almost half of its eco­
nomic gains on the fledgling school sys­
tem. 
In recent years, California's public 
education has ranked near the bottom 
in studies that compare our students' 
levels of performance and quality with 
other states across the nation. The esti­
mated cost for hiring the 20,000 new 
teachers and for purchasing the addi­
tional facilities that are required is over 
$1.2 billion. 
"If one presumes that reducing 
classroom size enhances education then 
it is a good thing," said Dr. Dennis 
Brennan, Chair of UOP's Benerd School 
of Education. 
"Research shows that lowering class 
size in primary education helps increase 
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education 
student learning," added Dr. Susan 
Kyle, Director of Student Teachers, In­
terns and Credentialing at UOP. But, she 
said, "in grades 4,5 and 6 it has not yet 
been proven," 
Current long term plans suggest 
that California will see the effort to ex­
tend the 20 to 1 student to teacher ratio 
into the higher grades. 
"We will have classroom reduction 
in the grades K-8," according to Dr. 
Brennan. 
Principle Sydney Thatcher of 
Roosevelt Elementary School in Stock­
ton welcomes the long overdue 
changes. 
"We have quite a few disadvantaged 
students who need the help and atten­
tion." 
Questions still remain however as 
to the effectiveness of such policies. One 
of the biggest problems may be finding 
enough teachers. 
"I didn't even know this was pos­
sible," said Satera Barker, a Communi­
cations major. 
Kemp urges Stockton to back Republicans-
continued from page 4 
plan, Kemp said, would contain pro-
visions for local farmers and ranch-
ers with high estate taxes so that they 
could escape what he called unfair tax 
rates. 
I decided I want to keep my 
m°ney for me instead of giving it to 
wmeone else to spend," said a senior 
°c tonian Harold Thomas, attend-
'"8 his first political event in 61 years 
°f living in California. 
Once upon a time, way back, I 
Vas a I)emocrat," he added. " But that 
and ,Xfore I matured and grew up, 
m .u*Xame aware of the real things 
,n the world." 
nro 'n^'S ^O-minute address the Vice-
br, S' ,entia' hopeful repeatedly 
8 11 UP the issue of character 
rv,, " COrnparing running mate Bob 
'e with President Bill Clinton. 
an f Bob Dole- You'll have a 
nr«,H° PrinciPle who wants to be 
io h„ent' wants to be president 
' £an do something good and 
• in . °U need a man of principle, a 
ZlT can tr«st, a man thai can 
tv t !"te8rtty and honor and hon-
the White House," he said. 
audjene messa8e was not lost on the 
CC which responded warmly 
to Mr. Kemp's attacks on President 
Clinton. Many of the attendees 
claimed that character was the piv­
otal issue in the election and the pri­
mary reason behind replacing Presi­
dent Clinton in 1996. 
"Somehow we've gotten off track 
with our beliefs, our scruples and 
morals," said Thomas Crowerey, 
mayor of Houson in Stanislaus 
county. 
"The biggest issue here is the 
character, absolutely," he added. "I 
don't see how its possible for the 
people to support the President when 
he's so off base with his personal char­
acter. It's sickening." 
A respectable portion of those at­
tending were young persons in or 
near their college years. Their views 
on Kemp and the Republican ticket 
echoed those of the elder supporters. 
"(Dole's) not a liar," said Craig 
Gustafson age 21, "Governments 
have gotten so corrupt and big we 
can't control it anymore." Among 
other complaints, high taxes and 
credibility issues led him to back the 
Dole/Kemp ticket.. 
"It seems like what California 
needs are some strong family values, 
some strong conservative beliefs," 
said Randy Watters, a student at Stagg 
High School in Stockton, who will 
not turn 18 before the first Tuesday 
in November. 
Did he think Dole would win? 
"To tell you the truth, I really 
don't think so," he said, "As much 
DR. LOAN CONCEPCION 
Family Optometrist 
Complete 
Vision Care 
for Back to do 
School 70 
Comprehensive v-—' 
£ye Cram $35°° 
Contact lens £xam s55°° 
4915 Claremont 
(in JCPenney, Weberstown Mall) 
Open MONDAY-SATURDAY 
956-3736 / 956-3323 
Medi-Cal. ICPcnmy. major credit cards, 
most insurance welcome 
Offer not salid »ith any other coupon or discount. 
Expires: Nov. 1, 1996 
Mm liu|iiunii but. 
TEAM LEGENDS 
SCREENPRINTING 
EMBROIDERY 
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS.MUGS 
PENS. KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!! 
, 8RING IN THIS AD & GST 5% OFT 
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4627 E. FREMONT. STOCKTON 
209/469-2474 FAX 209/4694589 
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Spotlight: Gay and Lesbian History month 
The third annual gay and lesbian 
history month, October 1996, com­
memorates a global gay legacy too of­
ten ignored. 
Throughout the month, nation­
wide observances will honor the les­
bian and gay historical figures and 
events that helped shape the modern 
world. 
It was inspired by such existing 
celebrations as Black History Month 
(February) and Women's History 
Month (March), organizers have 
sought to create a time during the aca­
demic year when special attention 
could be focused on the contributions 
of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people to 
world history. 
October was picked as Lesbian & 
Gay History Month to commemorate 
the anniversaries of the first two les­
bian and gay marches on Washington 
in October 1979 and 1987, and the 
academic component of the month. 
While the month of June hosts the 
annual Gay Pride Day, celebrating the 
anniversary of the 1969 Stonewall 
Rebellion which is credited with start­
ing the modern lesbian/gay civil rights 
movement, few schools are in session 
in June. 
Lesbian & Gay History Month is 
endorsed by leading lesbian, gay, bi­
sexual and transgendered organiza­
tions, including the Gay, Lesbian and 
Straight Teachers Network, the Hu­
man Rights Campaign, the National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the 
American Historical Association Com­
mittee on Lesbian and Gay History, 
Project 10 (supporting gay/lesbian 
teenagers in high schools), and Project 
21 (advocates for curriculum reform). 
During Lesbian & Gay History 
Month, the lesbian and gay commu­
nity examines its vast cultural 
achievements, collective creativity 
and its political struggle for equality. 
By telling the untold stories of gay 
men and lesbians throughout time, 
Lesbian & Gay History Month creates 
a more honest and complete under­
standing of history. 
The gay family tree is a who's who 
of the world's most celebrated scien­
tists, artists, philosophers, musicians 
and authors. From poet Walt 
Whitman to writer James Baldwin, 
and from Broadway's Cole Porter to 
chanteuse k.d. Iang, gay men and les­
bians have enriched the American 
landscape and the lives of people 
worldwide. 
"Reclaiming our history corrects 
the false perception of what was, and 
creates new possibilities for what will 
be," said William Waybourn, 
GLAADIs managing director. "Lesbi­
ans and gay men have existed 
throughout time and Lesbian & Gay 
History Month reveals a heritage that 
is both rich and diverse. 
Individuals and organizations 
will organize events to mark Lesbian 
& Gay History Month. GLAADIs or­
ganizing primer and educational bro­
chures and posters have been distrib­
uted to local community-based 
groups. 
GLAAD's official History Month 
World Wide Web page, with a chal­
lenging interactive quiz, is located at 
www.glaad.org/glaad/history-month. 
National Coming Out Day took 
place on October 11. On October 4, 
in the nationls capital, GLAAD, The 
Advocate and the House of Seagram 
present The Long Road to Freedom, 
a stirring scrapbook of modern les­
bian and gay history. 
Other events will take place na­
tionally on college campuses, book­
stores and libraries and on the 
Internet. 
In January 1994, a high school 
teacher in Missouri, named Rodney 
Wilson, appalled by the exclusion of 
lesbian and gay history from text­
books, set out to make a change. He 
organized teachers and community 
leaders to educate the public about 
lesbians and gay men past and 
present. 
They formed a national grassroots 
network to create a celebration and 
education campaign that continues 
today. "Our goal," said Rodney, "is to 
uncover, preserve and proclaim to the 
world our H- long-ignored and 
distorted history. We hope to educate 
society about the contributions made 
by lesbians, bisexuals and gay men 
to the history of our world and re­
claim our heroes whose contributions 
have been 'sanitized of their sexual 
orientation." 
'This is an ideal way to identify 
role models for the nations's gay and 
lesbian youth so that they can see a 
future where they are valued regard­
less of their sexual orientation," says 
LGHM advocate Kevin Boyer, presi­
dent of the Board of Directors of the 
Gerber/Hart Gay & Lesbian Library & 
Archives in Chicago. 
On being gay: Thoughts on family, faith and love 
BRIAN MCNAUGHT 
The young medical student fi­
nally blurted out the question which 
had been gnawing at him. "Do you 
ever regret being gay?" 
"No," I said with a growing smile. 
"Sometimes I regret being so totally 
identified with my sexual orientation, 
... but I never regret being gay." 
"Wouldn't you really rather be 
straight?" asked one Jewish talk show 
host. "Would you rather be Chris-
Famous Gay People 
Sappho (600 B.C.) Greek Poetess 
Socrates (470-399 B.C.) Greek Teacher 
and Philosopher 
Plato (427-347 B.C.) Greek Teacher and 
Philosopher 
H Alexander The Great (3S6-323 B.C.) 
Macedonian King -
Wu 140-87 B.C.) Chinese. Emperor 
Hadrian. (76-138 A.D.) Roman Emperor 
m Bichard the Lion Hearted 11157-1199) 
tian?" I asked. 
As supportive as they might be­
come, many straight people have a 
lot of difficulty thinking of homo­
sexuality as an intrinsic part of a 
person's psychological makeup. Even 
if they can be convinced that gay 
people didn't choose to be gay, they 
still need to hear us admit that we 
would rather be like them. 
I like being gay. I like knowing 
there is something very unique and 
even mysterious about me which 
English King and Crusader 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) Italian 
Renaissance Artist, Scientist 
Michelangelo <1475-1564) Italian Renais­
sance Artist and Sculptor 
Montezuma n {1480-1520) Aztec Empe ror 
Julius M (1487-1555) Catholic Pope 
Leyasa Tokugawa (1542- 1616) Japanese 
Shogun 
Sit Francis Bacon (1561-1626) British 
Statesman and Writer 
Christina t 
separates me from most of the rest of 
the world. I like knowing that I share 
a special secret with a select group of 
men and women who lived before 
me and with those special few who 
will follow. 
I like knowing that I can go any­
where in the world and meet some­
one who will smile that knowing 
smile which instantly says "Yes, I 
know, me too. Isn't it nice not to be 
alone? Hang in there." 
It is a twinkle and a smile which 
Peter the Great (1672-1725) Russian Czar 
Frederick the Great (1712-1786) Prussian 
Madame de Stael (1766-1817) French 
Writer and Intellectual 
Lord Byron (1788-1824) British Poet 
Hans Christian Andersen) (1805-1875) 
Danish Poet and Writer 
MMMMRMH 
results not from being white or male 
or Catholic or American. It is a secret 
smile which only gay men and lesbi­
ans exchange. 
I like exchanging that knowing 
smile with waiters in Galveston, flight 
attendants in Terra Haute, theater 
ushers in Detroit, salespeople in Bos­
ton, and sunbathers in Sarasota. 
Primarily, though, I like being gay 
because it is an essential aspect of who 
I am.... 
And I like myself.... 
C• • Watt Whitman 11819-1892. 
can Poet 
. ifeimtm Melville (1819- 1891) Euro-
American Writer • 
).)::: Chief Crazy Horse (Tashunc-a^ wit 
(1849-187?) Oglala Sioux Chief ' * " 
Peter 1, Tchaikovsky (1840-3 898} f 
Oscar Wilde (1854-1909) fcish Wrrter 
Dramatist 
Dame Ethel Smyth (1858-1944) BrSW 
Composer. 
The Rainbow Flag 
In 1978 Gilbert Baker, a self-pro­
claimed "Seamstress" of renown 
shifted his attention from stitchinao's 
Gay Pride Day. Gilbert, now 43, was 
thinking of diversity, not "The Wiz­
ard of Oz", in 
choosing a rain­
bow design. 
"We (gay 
people) are so 
different," he 
says. "We're 
men and 
women. We're black and white and 
brown, every color... and every class. 
It's a spectrum, and that's why it 
caught on." 
The first rainbow flags were or­
ganically grown, organically dyed cot­
ton. Going into mass production 
meant dropping two of the original 
eight colors, hot pink and turquoise, 
to keep costs down. 
'mmsmsmm 
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ers hiding in the closet? 
SHANKAR VEDANTAM 
WASHINGTON - Heterosexual 
men who say they hate gays are 
likely to have homosexual leanings 
themselves, a new study suggests. 
The results support what has long 
been a murmur in the gay and les­
bian community. 
"These guys despise in others 
what they see in themselves," said 
Henry E. Adams, research profes­
sor of psychology at the University 
of Georgia at Athens, who con­
ducted the research. 
In the study, reported in 
Thursday's edition of The Journal 
of Abnormal Psychology, Adams 
compared two groups of men who 
said they were heterosexual. One 
was homophobic, defined as hav­
ing an irrationai fear and hatred of 
homosexuals and also a dread of 
being close to them. The other 
group was not. 
When scientists exposed both 
groups to heterosexual, gay and 
lesbian erotic videos, over half the 
men in the homophobic group 
showed arousal to videos showing 
gay sex, while less than a quarter 
of the non-homophobic group 
were similarly aroused. 
Adams said the idea that ho­
mophobia is associated with ho­
mosexual arousal dated back to 
Sigmund Freud, but no one had 
studied it before. 
complexity of human sexual-
All of us have affections for 
of the same sex, as we do 
for people of the opposite sex," he 
added. "Whether that translates into 
arousal is another story altogether." 
A possible explanation for the 
arousal of the homoohobic men was 
that the videos caused them anxiety. 
"In normal males, anxiety facilitates 
arousal," explained Adams, "but the 
more likely explanation is probably 
latent homosexual arousal." 
The results of the study provoked 
no raised eyebrows in the gay and les­
bian community. "It's not surprising," 
said Tracey Conaty, a spokeswoman 
for the National Gay and Lesbians' 
Task Force in Washington. 
About the study itself, she added, 
"I personally have always wondered 
why some of our most vocal oppo­
nents are so focused on gay sex. This 
may be an explanation." She declined 
to name those opponents. 
To conduct the experiment, re­
searchers calculated participants' 
arousal by measuring the circumfer­
ence of their penises. Both homopho­
bic and non-homophobic groups 
showed similar levels of arousal when 
shown the heterosexual and lesbian 
sex videos. They differed only when 
shown gay sex. 
Adams defended the size of his 
study, which had only 29 and 32 men 
in the two groups. The men were clas­
sified as homophobic according to 
their responses to a series of ques­
tions. 
The results of scientific studies 
depend on the size and representa­
tiveness of their samples, but, Adams 
said, "That's a reasonable kind of 
number for a psychology study. Not 
large and not small." He said that 
the study participants were drawn 
from students at the university, and 
included a fair sample of men from 
across the United States. In any 
case, Adams said, "I don't think this 
kind of thing is regional. It's not 
something you'd find in Georgia 
and not in California. " 
Besides the significance of its 
findings on homophobia, the study 
raises other interesting questions. 
While several of the men in the 
study were aroused by the gay 
video, they all identified with be­
ing heterosexual. Does that make 
them straight? Or gay? Or bisexual? 
That depends on how you define 
sexuality. 
"It's not unusual to have homo­
sexual arousal," Adams said. "It 
does not mean they are homo­
sexual." 
In one of the largest surveys of 
sexuality, conducted last year by 
the University of Chicago, research­
ers found chasms of difference be­
tween people's behaviors, their de­
sires and their sense of identity. Of 
143 men in that study who re­
ported some "same-gender sexual 
experience" in the previous year, 44 
percent said they experienced de­
sire but did nothing about it and 
didn't think of themselves as being 
gay. Another 22 percent said they 
engaged in homosexual behavior, 
but had no desire for it and did not 
identify with being gay. Twenty-
four percent of those men reported 
homosexual desire, homosexual be­
havior and a homosexual identity. 
Same-sex attraction, same-sex relationships 
f humans have the same needs 
rL °Ye' safety and commitment, 
different anc* bisexuals are no 
sevaAil.eVidence su8§ests that same-
sex ^aCtl0n'while rarer than other-
oripnt !aCtion' is simply a different 
% ^ 10n, not a "perversion:" 
saml mCe both Partners are of the 
gender"*' characteristics of that 
lation ™3y be exaggerated in the re-
ve^V0inetimes that ^ be 
e- Other times it can be expe-
^ • !'r , :s71 . i •>?.?, 5 rem h Writer 
,n Bal-
rienced as a problem. 
• Partners in same-sex relation­
ships must deal with the stress of ho­
mophobia, society's widespread fear 
and condemnation of their sexual 
orientation. 
• Homophobia can also affect the 
self-esteem of same-sex partners, mak­
ing the normal ups and downs of a 
relationship all the more difficult. 
• Finally, homophobia can affect 
non-romantic same-sex relationships. 
For instance, two female friends, two 
brothers, or even fathers and sons, 
may feel reluctant to express their af­
fection. 
• Many gays and lesbians do stay 
hidden for much or all of their lives, 
and given the prevalence of ho­
mophobia, it's easy to see why. 
• Your friend may not have felt 
certain of his sexual orientation when 
he first met you, or he may have just 
decided to do you the honor of trust­
ing you to be a part of his "coming 
out." 
W. Somerset Maugham £1874-19'.s, Brit-
-arbS TVartlflHvtsmft ish Writer and Dramatist 
(1892-1962) British Alice B. Toklas (1877-1967) Euro- Anted- j 
lVr:» r 
_ Bal-
%*fe?3-J954) f,?nch wmer J ; 
can Writer; 
Gertrude Stein {1874-1946) Euro-Ameri­
can Writer and Art Collector Bessie Smith I 
(1894- 1937) African-American Etees Singer 
E:M: footer 
Virginia. 
and publisher 
T.E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia.) <1888-
:: 
1889-1963) French Writer 
v,. .. ?• •• ... , 
leynes (1883-1946) Nobel 
3-1964) Euro-American 
n (1924-1987) African-
, ^ ... 
illiams (1914-1983) Euro-
t i o n " 
from the Nazis, as well as other pris­
oners in the concentration camps 
(homo-sexuals were considered to be 
at the bottom of the camp hierarchy. 
Feminist historians believe that the 
black triangle was worn by lesbians 
and prostitutes who were considered 
to be outlaws of the male-dominated 
society ("asocial women") 
"Part of our heritage as a group, is 
connected to the genocide of millions 
in the camps, and the meaning of the 
triangle must not be lost. By wearing 
a pink or black triangle we are celebrat­
ing our pride and solidarity." 
Gay and 
lesbian 
symbols 
American Dramatist 
Marguerite Youxcenar (1903- 1987) Bel­
gian-American Writer 
Federico Garcia Lorca (1894-I936i Span­
ish Poet and Dramatist 
Christopher isherwood (1904-1986) Brit­
ish Author a 
W.H. Auden (1907-1973) British Poet and 
Writer 
Audre Lotde (1934-1992) .African-Ameri­
can Writer and Activist -1 
Gore Vldal (1925-) Euro-American Writer 
The Pink T riangle 
The Black T riangle 
The pink triangle was used during 
Nazi Germany, to identify homo­
sexual men, just as Jews were forced 
to wear a yellow Star of David. This 
symbol 
m a d e  
t h e m  
open to 
" s p e -
cial at-
t e n -
u vv woo 
sin)* 
^Quusef*1 
Get up to 7,000* bonus miles plus save $10 when yi 
use your MasterCard® card to ily Shuttle* hy Unite 
Promo Code: SH0016 
Ticket Designator: SH0016 
Travel Complete: May 15,1997 
1 
Take $10 Off When You Buy A Minimum $75 
Roundtrip** On Shuttle® hy United. It's fast, | 
it's easy, and you won't have to worry about 
lost, stolen, or forgotten tickets again. 
All you need to do is: 
1. Have your MasterCard® card ready and call 1-800-
SHUTTLE or call your travel professional. Mention promo 
code SH0016, ask for E-TickeP, book your flight and 
redeem your certificate. 
2. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing data­
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you. 
If needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to 
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your 
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE). 
3 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call 
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or 
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your 
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order 
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus. 
4. When you check in for your flight, show your 
drivers license, student photo I.D. and your 
MasterCard® card you used to purchase your flight. 
To make reservations for this offer, call Shuttle 
by United at 1-800-SHUTTLE or your local travel 
professional. Please refer the agent to 
United Airlines' coupon SH0016. 
Terms and Conditions: 
Promo Code: SH0016 
Ticket Designator. SH0016 
Valid Carrier Shuttle by United. No codeshare. 
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel between any two cities served by Shuttle by 
United. 
Advance Purchase: Within 24 houis ot making reservations, at least 7 days 
prior to departure. 
Valid Ticket Dates: September 1,1996 through May 1,1997. 
Valid Travel Dates: September 8,1996 through May 15,1997. 
EXCEPTIONS: See blackouts All travel must be completed by 12 am 5/15/97. 
Blackout Dates: 1996:11/22-11/23:11/26-11/27; 12/1-12/2; 12/20-12/21; 
12/29 1997:1/2-1/3; 1/5; 2/13-2/14; 2/20-2/21; 2/23; 3/21-3/23; 3/27-3/28; 
3/30-3/31:4/4-4/13. 
(Or blackouts of the fare purchased, whichever is more restrictive.) 
Allowable Fare Types: All published economy lares (min. $75 roundtrip). 
Companion lares not allowed. 
Class of Service: Applicable lare. 
Discount: Available only at time of reservation and is only valid on up lo two paid 
fares purchased together for travel on same flight, date and class of service. 
Minimum/Maximum Stay: Saturday night stay required. 
Mileage Plus Accrual: Yes 
Ticketing: E-Ticketlng only (electronic ticketing service). 
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees and/or surcharges, including Passenger 
Facility Charges, are the responsibility ol the passenger and will not be considered 
for minimum tare requirements. Charges must be paid at time of ticketing. 
Certificate Restrictions: Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, non-
combinable with any other coupon, certificate, discount, bonus upgrade, Mileage 
Plus award, promotional offers or tickets lor group travel. Not replaceable if lost or 
stolen. No cash value may not be sold or bartered. Protection for flight irregulari­
ties will be on Shuttle by United flights only. Discount applies to new purchases 
only. Only one certificate per passenger. 
Ticketing Restrictions: Based on the restrictions of the fare purchased (except 
as noted in these terms and conditions). 
Refund: Refund ol a Refundable ticket using this certificate will be the amount 
actually paid by the passenger less the fare amount for transportation used and 
less any applicable penalty. Certificate will be forfeited. 
Changes: In origin or destination is not permitted. Date changes are allowed 
upon payment of a $50 per ticket fee. 
Stopovers: Not permitted. 
•Receive 5,000 bones miles on me first roundtrip you take on United/United Express/Shuttle by United IhrouQtr 
5/15/97 using this otter, plus an additional 2.000 bonus miles when you enroll as a new member in Mileage Pius® 
during this promotion. Valid only on first roundtrip through May 15,1997. 
"Must be issued using E-Tickef electronic ticketing service for a roundtrip fare of $75 or more. Travel must be 
completed by May 15.19S7. 
©1996 MasterCard International Incorporated 
<] 
Ticketing Instructions: 
TIC/Tkt Designator: SH0016 
UAL/ATO/CTO, see S*PMO/SH0016 
Agencies, see S*PMA/SH0016 Treat as type "A" certificate 
8 016 5003 000 017 7 B Y  U N I T E D  
©1996 MasterCard International Incorporated 
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rnmpus ahost stories 
Where are the ghosts at UOP? 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE AND 
THE PACIFICAN 
A glow of red floating in the hall. 
A mysterious face illuminating a win­
dow. The tap of fingernails on a car 
window. 
Almost every campus, including 
UOP, has its ghost story, and most are 
full of enough chilling details to send 
tingles up the spine. 
Here is a sample: 
At Huntington College in Mont­
gomery, Ala., the "Red Lady" is said 
to roam the corridors of Pratt Hall. 
According to campus lore, the 
Red Lady was so obsessed with the 
color red that she decorated her room 
in a red carpet, has red curtains and 
red bed spread and wore red clothes. 
"They say she couldn't keep a 
roommate because she was so weird," 
explained a dormitory employee, 
who asked not to be named. 
Finally, the frazzled freshman felt 
so rejected that she slashed her wrists 
in her red room. Her blood poured 
red onto the crimson carpet and ran 
beneath the door into the hall. 
Years later, students occasionally 
say they see her or flashes of red shim­
mering in the hall. Or so the story 
goes. 
At Indiana State University, a resi­
dent ghost is heard, but not seen, said 
English professor Ronald Baker. "We 
have a barfing ghost," he said. 
In Burford Hall, a girls' dormitory, 
residents claim to hear someone 
throwing up when there's no one 
there. "First, they hear somebody 
v omiting, a toilet flushing, then hid­
eous laughter," said Baker. 
Often campus ghost stories in­
volve stressed-out students who sud­
denly ended their lives. "There's a 
uilding on campus where they say a 
\v°man hanged herself," said senior 
Pl ai^ Miller at the University of 
iorida in Tallahassee. "It happened 
, ?r years ago, and supposedly 
e *sbb there and wanders around." 
Simon Bronner, a folklore profes-
ilat Penn State University in Har-
ur8' bsts a number of resident 
HiovfUS ghosts in his book' "Piled 
r g er and Deeper: The Folklore of 
ent Life." A tour of his crew of 
creatures includes: 
Ir>STv?kens College in Columbia, 
10 ' "ere a student ghost and her 
er' a Confederate soldier, haunt 
ccily'rTietW^ere tbe two SUPP0S" 
herJ10"06 Cove11 Hall, at UOP, 
ls said to be a ghost lurking 
throughout the halls, although there 
is a lack of certainty where the myth 
originates. Many believe that the 
ghost is an old college freshman that 
passed away after a heavy night of 
drinking at a party. Perhaps too many 
keg stands left him unconscience. He 
is said to be concerned for the well 
being of other students who drink to 
an extreme, and watches over them 
till early hours in the morning. A 
freshman said that she walked into 
her room one night, and found some­
thing sitting at the foot of her 
roommate's bed. When she took a 
second glance the spirit was no longer 
there. 
The University of North Alabama. 
Around exam time, the ghost of a 
young woman named Priscilla, who 
killed herself over failing grades, wan­
ders an old dorm. 
Oberlin College. The apparition 
of a student who killed herself dur­
ing finals can be heard sobbing and 
has been spotted peering through a 
dorm window, pleading for help. 
The University of California, Ber­
keley. A ghostly woman with long 
diamond-painted fingernails taps on 
the roofs of parked cars at nearby 
Tilden Park. Her daughter was raped 
there, and she is trying to warn other 
young women. 
Michigan State University. The 
ghost of 17-year-old James Egbert, a 
computer genius who committed sui­
cide, is said to haunt Holmes Hall. 
On most campuses, ghost stories 
are easier to uncover than actual wit­
nesses to the apparitions. But banquet 
manager Luis Cutolo insists he has 
had run-ins with UC-Berkeley's Fac­
ulty Club ghost. "I can honestly tell 
you that sometimes you hear noises," 
he said. 
Once Cutolo left a darkened room 
and locked it, but when he returned 
the light had been turned on. "I was 
the only person with the key," he 
said. 
The Faculty Club has a long his­
tory. Built in 1903 for male faculty 
members who wanted to avoid the 
commute to San Francisco, the 24 
rooms once were occupied by several 
different professors, all of whomare 
now decreased, explained Cutolo. 
Since the club has been converted 
into a hotel, maids and guests have 
claimed it is haunted. A professor vis­
iting from Japan reportedly woke in 
the middle of the night and sensed 
he was being watched, said Cutolo. 
"He saw a shadow sitting next to the 
fireplace watching him. At one point, 
Scott Kaufman n 
What is lurking around the corner of the basement in Grace Covell? 
the shadow's head separated from its 
body and came flying toward the 
man. The visiting professor screamed 
and came running out of the room," 
he said. 
Still, Cutolo said the club's invis­
ible long-term boarders demonstrate 
how content they were with the 
former club. "The professors loved 
this place so much that even in eter­
nity they come to visit us," he said. 
But it's hard to convince Bella 
Scheiber that any of the campus ghost 
stories are based on actual sightings 
or events. He's the founder of the 
Boulder, Colorado based organization 
the Rocky Mountain Skeptics. The 
organization says there is no such 
thing as ghosts and goblins, ESP or 
(sorry, X-Files fans) outerspace aliens. 
He offers alternative explanations 
to campus ghosts. Students who 
think they see and hear bizarre things 
are probably either studying too hard 
or partying too hard, he suggests. "I 
know what it's like to go 24 hours 
without sleep from my days at 
CUBoulder. You start seeing things." 
Or maybe students just want to 
believe in make-believe, said Scheiber. 
"Ghosts are wonderful because 
they're forever," he said. "They sat­
isfy our need for mystery and immor­
tality. People just like to think there's 
something more to life than making 
a living or taking tests " 
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Denton works to improve UOP s f cllnfns 
1 nniitiral oreaniza- anglo wome , Q.nrP hack-
The Pacifican 
diversity 
DANIEL HURTADO 
Pacifican guest writer 
Changes. UOP has seen them. 
Yet amidst all the changes that 
have taken place, UOP needs to end 
its tradition of being "a little island 
of predominantly white students and 
reach out to qualified minority stu­
dents according to one student advo­
cate for affirmative action. 
Daniel Denton, a UOP grad stu­
dent and veteran civil rights activist, 
said he enjoys working statewide on 
issues promoting the protection of 
minority rights and diversity like af­
firmative action. However, his own 
school still needs to work on diversi­
fying the campus. 
"There has to be more diversity 
[at UOP]. There's no representation," 
Denton said. "In order for UOP to 
attract more students it has to lose 
the fame of being a little island." 
"I think people feel threatened to 
come to a school such as UOP. They 
much rather go to Sac State where 
there's more raza [race]." 
Denton has been struggling to 
make universities such as UOP more 
diverse, and, unlike many people 
* 1 • 1 in tirr\rHc nnt 
i /~»mpn 'raza' of all nations, 
ous cultural and political organiza- ang o Japanese people back-
tions such as MEChA, both here and Koreans $end the wrong 
at Delta, the Muslim Student Associa- g P' message to ev-
tion, and the 
Cultural Coali­
tion. 
D e n t o n ' s  
most recent mis­
sion, the March 
for Social and 
Economic Jus­
tice, which took 
place this past 
summer in an 
effort to defeat 
the California 
Civil Rights Ini­
tiative (CCRI), 
received mini­
mal news cover­
age at the incep­
tion of the Re­
publican Con­
vention despite 
the masses of 
people who par­
ticipated. 
"It's obvious 
[why]," Denton 
said. "The Re­
publican Convention is such a big 
Daniel Denton, a UOP grad student 
and veteran civil rights activist. 
e r y b o d y . 
They're not 
a b o u t  t h e  
people." 
D e n t o n ,  
who was born 
and raised in 
T i j u a n a ,  
Mexico, used to 
travel across 
the border ev­
eryday to study 
at an American 
high school in 
San Diego. It 
was not until 
he joined the 
army as an in­
fantry man in 
1989 that he 
would call 
America his 
home. 
When the 
military began 
d o w n s i z i n g ,  
Denton decided to apply to get one 
1 • _ 1 lirnfl Vl i C 
A commitment to intercultural harmony 
of Casa Jackson, Fran Murphy com­
mented, "I feel very lucky to have 
such a first hand exposure to a truly 
unique group of people who are so 
different yet struggling to express our 
common good-our commitment to 
intercultural harmony." 
Other responses to the same ques­
tion emphasized similar aspects of 
intercultural life. Carmelita 
Tolentino, a Resident Assistant, felt 
that "there is so much out there to 
learn that books can't teach. The ex­
perience of culture is one of them." 
Sophomore Andy Thurman came 
to an eloquent conclusion about the 
significance of an intercultural expe­
rience during one's education. "The 
real world isn't taught from a book, 
but from differences and adapta­
tions." Living in an intercultural resi­
dence allows for those differences 
while celebrating them proving that 
we all have a little something special 
to offer to this increasingly interna­
tional world we call home. 
Recognizing that living in an In­
tercultural Hall is not a home free 
from tension, Taketoshi Kiyota has 
learned three very important virtues: 
"patience, patience, patience." Fran 
Murphy also points out that many 
residents tend to "fall back into the 
safety of the mainstream rather than 
pushing forward with a unique ex­
pression which celebrates traditional 
and modern ways of living." She was 
quick to add that the residents of Casa 
Jackson are "a wonderful group of 
iiidivc U111VCU1I.1V.J W:ran Pnnvpntion is SUCh a Dig ue i il uctiucu 
IS—J--— 
^rirrr: smhsmk® ^sssr«r-
Office of International Services 
Casa Jackson: 
KEVEN KADDI 
Pacifican guest writer 
Living and interacting with dif­
ferent cultures while obtaining ones' 
education is invaluable, especially in 
today's ever more "global" environ­
ment. 
As UOP's Intercultural Theme 
Hall, Casa Jackson provides this op­
portunity to students. Casa Jackson's 
President Mary Angie De la Cruz com­
mented that the hall has become very 
close since the beginning of the year. 
This was evident at the interna­
tional dance hosted by Casa Jackson 
last month. The evening was success­
ful in bringing together various 
cutural groups represented at UOP to 
share music and food from around 
the world. Many of the residents of 
Casa Jackson would like to continue 
the international dances throughout 
the year as well as sponsor other 
events that help to bridge the gap 
among UOP's rainbow of cultures. 
When asked to share their expe­
riences thus far, responses from the 
residents of Casa Jackson were can­
did, poignant and certainly worth 
sharing. 
Asked to reflect upon her experi­
ences thus far as the Head Resident 
military my career, " Denton said. 
Denton came to UOP because of 
the small class size and the availabil-
ity of the classes. 
Denton also added, "I like the 
teachers in the School of Education. 
That's what 1 like the most." 
The March for Social and Eco­
nomic Justice, created in the minds 
of three San Diego State University 
MEChistas in the aftermath of Propo­
sition 187, began in Sacramento and 
ended in San Diego. Denton was 
among 17 other MEChistas who 
marched to the Republican Conven­
tion in support of affirmative action. 
"We had people telling us to go 
back to Mexico, calling us names. We 
had bomb threats from the Christian 
Militia. A lot of ignorance, a lot of 
negativity towards us," Denton said. 
"Personally I was ready to die." 
"We were not about to let any­
body intimidate us to the point where 
we'd say 'That's it.' We were not go­
ing to stop." 
Does Denton see himself as a 
leader? 
"I see myself as a potential 
leader," Denton said. "A leader of 
whoever is willing to be led. I speak 
up for those who are afraid to speak 
up. I'm always going against the 
grain. It's not by choice, it's by ne­
cessity." 
people with the strength to grow. 
Amit Patel, one of the Residence 
Hall Association Representatives feels 
that "living in one culture is like liv­
ing in a closet. You can only see the 
light if you come out." 
PMSH 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 • 7:30PM 
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Internship lets student check into dentistry 
VANESSA TIYAAMORNWONG 
Pacifican guest writer 
"Now that I am actually doing an 
internship, I can finally see how what 
I have learned in class applies to den­
tistry," said Mao Her, who has always 
wanted to be a dentist. Her, a junior 
Pre-Dentistry major, is currently an 
intern for Dr. Howard Chi, a local 
dentist. Chi, a UOP alum who also 
has previously been an intern 
through our Co-op office, has been 
practicing dentistry for six years. 
Dr. Chi "makes me want to be a 
dentist even more by the way he in­
teracts with patients and employees 
so well," said Her. She describes Dr. 
Chi as someone who is "understand­
ing, explains all the steps in proce­
dures, very patient, and encourages 
questions." 
Her's duties as an intern consist 
of assisting the doctor, participating 
in various dental procedures, doing 
lab work, and handling instruments. 
Her has never had any experience 
with dental instruments prior to her 
internship because such material is 
not taught until professional den­
tistry school. 
Her feels that this internship is 
not only benefiting her career-wise, 
but is also personally satisfying. "It 
gives me a good idea of what I'm get­
ting myself into and it's also giving 
me good exposure and a feel for den­
tistry," said Her. 
"I think that people should do 
internships so that they can see if it's 
really what they want to do, no mat­
ter what field they're studying," said 
Her. Her feels that by participating 
in the internship program, she is get­
ting a head start in the dentistry 
world. According to Her, without this 
internship, she "would have no clue 
to the steps of certain procedures." 
Her believes that participating in 
the internship program is one of the 
best career moves she has made due 
to the fact that she is gaining a sub­
stantial amount of "hands-on" expe­
rience. "It's such a positive experi­
ence for me," said Her. 
Chaulong Nguyen, a senior, is 
also a Pre-Dentistry major. She is cur­
rently an intern for Dr. Douglas Fong, 
a local dentist who has been in prac­
tice for 19 years. "I am learning a 
great deal from Dr. Fong and my in­
ternship," said Nguyen. Dr. Fong is 
also a UOP graduate and has partici­
pated in our internship program for 
15 years. 
Prior to her internship, Nguyen 
was uncertain about her area of study. 
"So far, this internship has helped me 
a lot because it has helped me decide 
my major between chemistry and 
dentistry," said Nguyen. Needless to 
say, she has chosen dentistry. 
Nguyen's duties consists of learn­
ing the dental instruments, the dis­
Chaulong Nguyen (right) and Dr. Douglas Fong (left) tending to a patient. 
eases of the mouth, and preventative 
care, as well as assisting in dental pro­
cedures and lab work. Through her 
current experiences, Nguyen is gain­
ing practical knowledge and feels that 
the "internship helps to clarify mis­
understandings about classroom ma­
terials and research materials." 
"I feel that everyone should do an 
internship because you will wonder 
whether or not you will like what you 
are going to do and after the dentistry 
internship, I have made up my 
mind," said Nguyen. 
"Internships help a lot with get­
ting into dentistry school because it 
helps you prepare for answering ques­
tions at the interview that you can 
only gain through actual experience." 
The Co-op/ Internship office of­
fers a wide array of internships in all 
areas of study. If you are interested 
in participating in an internship of 
any field, please contact Linda 
Johnson, Director, or Jody Smith, As­
sociate Director, at 946-2273. 
Money majors and more 
What is an information conversation and why does it rhyme? 
BURTON JAY NADLER 
UOP Career Services 
It is when yzinformally about his/ 
her career. It occurs spontaneously 
By circumstance, or it can be planned 
following a formal telephone or writ­
ten request. It is not, as others call it 
an "informational interview." The 
word "conversation," better reflects 
the desired casual and brief nature of 
the exchange. 
It is not really an interview, but 
dimply a conversation where one per­
son ask another about his/her career, 
information conversation" rhymes, 
so it's an easily remembered phrase. 
Seriously, this activity is the very 
st> >'et most underutilized way to 
examine and clarify career or ultimate 
l°b search goals. Asking questions al-
°ws you to gain a sense of your in-
West in a profession. 
W hat do you really do? 
How did you get this job? 
How did you get your first job in 
^ e  f i e l d ?  7 6 7  '  
What would a typical first job in 
this field be today? 
Does it require any specialized 
education or graduate training? 
What advice would you give 
someone looking for this type of job? 
Can you suggest someone else 
with whom I can have an informa­
tion conversation? 
The more people you talk to, the 
more focused you become, and the 
more likely you will someday find a 
great job. Alumni are usually will­
ing to share information about their 
backgrounds. And, they are most 
likely flattered to receive requests. 
Our Alumni Directory is an ex­
cellent resource, since it has a great 
occupational index. Kudos to the 
Alumni and Parents Programs staff 
and to the Alumni Association for 
their continued efforts. You can eas­
ily find an alumnus in almost any 
field imaginable. Also, Fall Festival 
Weekend would be a great time to 
conduct a few career queries. 
Simply, call and quickly identify 
your objectives, stating: "I would like 
a few minutes over the phone or, ide­
ally, in person to ask questions about 
your career." Or, write a brief note 
and, soon thereafter, follow with a call 
to determine if the person is willing 
to speak with you. 
If you know the individual per­
sonally, or if he/she is in our Alumni 
See majors page 14 
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Baqel Express 
1461 West March Lane, Stockton 
209-952-2435 
Open: Monday -Friday 6 am to 6 pm 
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm 
Our New York bagels are boiled 
like the old-fashioned tradition. 
'Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises 
'Stuffed Biatys from heaven * Pastries & desserts 
*31 variations of bagels 'Full Express Bar 
* 16 variations of cream cheese *25 Odwalla fresh juices 
'Best lunch in town 'Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum 
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Greeks: active on campus 
Helta Gamma 
Delta Gamma would like to con­
gratulate Phi Delta Theta and Tri 
Delta on their outstanding efforts to 
win 1996 Anchor Splash! Thank you 
again to everyone who participated. 
Delta Gamma would like to wel­
come our new Anchorman for 1996-
1997, Mr. Nick Abramson. 
DG will be spending a quiet week 
catching up on studies and other 
things, in order to get ready 
for the long weekend. Have a 
great Fall Holiday! 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
Congratulations to our 
new members. We are so 
happy to have you with us. 
AlphaKappa Lambda. 
Another great week for Al­
pha Kappa Lambda! We've 
had a couple of get togethers, 
won some intramural games, 
and made appropriate fools of 
ourselves at Anchor Splash, 
all while having lots of fun. 
The house is nearing 
completion and we had our 
first pinning of pledges in the 
new facility. Alpha Kappa 
Lambda still resides in Ritter 
for the time being, so stop by 
if you want to come say "hi." 
Phi Delta Theta 
We would like thank the Delta 
Gamma Sorority for a great Anchor 
Splash '96 and congratulate Matt 
Kimich for winning Mr. Anchor 
Splash. We would also like to con­
gratulate the Fall '96 Pledge Class. We 
have six men pledging this fall. 
On Saturday, we participated in 
the American Diabetes Associations 
Walk-A-Thon. We put in community 
service hours from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Some of our duties included setting 
up, operating stations for water, serv­
ing lunch, and cleaning up. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon kicked off 
the weekend on Thursday with a get 
together for the wonderful little 
friends. Saturday night saw the tradi­
tional Sh* Kicker. It was a blast and 
the house was packed inside and out. 
Tri Delta welcomes their new house mother. 
Amy Woolsey, Julie Lowe, Elma Henderson, 
and Kirsten Greene, (left to right) 
As Sunday rolled around, the broth­
ers of SAE showed their utmost re­
spect to the ladies of Delta Gamma. 
SAE did well at the pool. Mr Greg 
Coletti showed his love and talent 
towards DG by shaving an anchor in 
his chest, but unfortunately he came 
in second place. Not to worry- Mr. 
Nick Abramson kept the SAE tradition 
alive when he was awarded 1996-
1997 Mr. Anchor Man of Delta 
Gamma. 
Majors-
Snap updates 
Dishing out the dirt 
KING FEATURES 
ALL MY CHILDREN: Bobby 
and Kelsey assured Edmund they 
want him and Maria to have Sam. 
Mateo was upset with Hayley for 
not telling him she 
was buying the bar. 
Noah thought he saw 
his mother in the 
background of a 
photo he took and 
later at Brooke's shel­
ter, he came face to 
face with Rose. After 
Skye was falling for 
Edmund. Wait To See: 
Noah makes a deci­
sion about his 
mother. 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES: Franco stood 
over Andre's lifeless 
body with a bloody 
knife in his hand, and 
Billie getting closer by 
the minute. Peter 
asked for another 
chance to defend 
himself. Sami an­
nounced she was su­
ing Carrie for 
allienation of affec­
tion from her husband (Austin), 
the father of her child. After find­
ing the Brady Pub's phone number 
on the body, Bo pressed Franco for 
an explantion. A crestfallen Kristen 
heard Marlena urge her to have a 
sex test for her unborn baby. Wait 
To See: Bo comes close to learning 
the truth about Franco. 
Marcy Walker, "Liza, 
All My Children" 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Through 
Stefan's machinations, Bobbie 
learned of Tony and Carly's affair. 
Luke learned Carly's ture identity, 
but can he tell Bobbie? Layra 
learned Nikolas planned to work 
for General Hospital if 
it's reopened. Kevin 
was mistreated by 
jailgaurds who mis­
took him for his twin 
brother. Carly hid af­
ter a run-in with Luke. 
Wait To See: Monica 
reacts to a suggestion 
from Dorman. 
ONE LIFE TO 
LIVE: Carlo chose An­
tonio as his Best Man 
at his wedding to Alex. 
Asa broke in as Alex 
and Carlo were mar­
ried and tore Alex's 
dress to reveal the pil­
low she used to pre­
tend she was preg­
nant. A furious Carlo 
threw her out. Drew 
apologized to Bo for 
not telling his father 
that Becky Lee was till 
alive. Acting on 
Antonio's tip about 
Carlo, Bo later aked 
Patrick what he knew about an 
'Irish Air." Todd feared Blair might 
find proof he had taken their baby 
to the cabin. Cassie and Kevin 
found evidence linking Alex to 
misuse of city funds. Wait To See: 
Cameron faces a quandary. 
continued from page 13 
Career Advisory Network, you can 
call with your request. So, by phone, 
in person, or by letter, say: "I am cur­
rently researching options, and your 
field/job is of particular interest. A 
conversation with you could help me 
formulate my goals. Could I meet 
with you to learn about your back­
ground in (insert name of field or 
job)?" 
Then, via telephone or in person, 
ask the above questions. Afterward, 
write a thank you note. What follows 
depends upon whether you are con­
ducting research or job search efforts. 
Initial conversations are most often 
exploratory in nature. Later you can 
follow up regarding internship or 
entry-level search. Networks should 
expand as you go. By asking for addi­
tional names at each conversation, 
you continually multiply sources. 
You should conduct at least three 
inforiqatioq conversations for eacjj 
field/job of interest. A Career Services 
counselor will coach you through the 
information conversation process if 
you wish. Make an appointment to 
discuss this very effective approach 
to exploration and pre-search, or sim­
ply ask questions when you visit the 
office. 
Also, part-time jobs can facilitate 
exploration through observation. 
Someone working in retail can still 
leam about advertising or public re­
lations. Someone working as a teller 
can learn about internal auditing, 
credit analysis, or personal banking. 
Those working as child care workers 
can, through information conversa­
tions, examine more sophisticated 
fields. Many, part-time jobs are posted 
in our office and highlighted each 
week in the Pacifican. 
To thank a recent grad for sup­
porting person-to-person research, 
remind him/her that full-time 
postings also appear weekly in the 
Pacifican, with many more in our of­
fice. Remember, "networking or not 
working" is a phrase that has many 
interpretations which can impact job 
search success. The more you network 
via information conversations and 
job search efforts, the better. To be 
most effective, the more you learn 
about internet pre-search and job 
search, the better. Hey, that would 
make an interesting topic for another 
column! Maybe next week? Oh, that 
reminds me. 
In our never-ending efforts to 
manifest multi-media educational 
and motivational outreach, I will 
soon host a KPAC call in show Tues­
day and Wednesday mornings from 
8-9 a.m. You all know how to access 
this technological toy, so please do 
so and call-in with questions or com­
ments related to money, majors or 
anything else. 
Discount Ice Skating 
at the Oak Park ice Arena 
Thta coupon, wh#n pmonM at tba OAK PARK ICE 
ARENA, to pood only for Public Sawlora wtwn no other 
promotions ere In session for ONE FREE ADMISSION 
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION. 
StgnocL. 
Participant 
On* coupon par customer. Skate rental: t1 .SO 
crrv OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION 
3545 Alvarado Steet in Oak Park 
Phone (209) 937-7432 ExpinMi: Dstembsr JMf, 
can 
pavid Ottenfeld 
Opinion Editor 
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hat do you think about having an on-campus pub? 
"It'd be a cool place for people to hang out. 
A social mecca of sorts." 
Mike Kojis 
"It would be a great idea. It would cut 
down on DUI's." 
Stacie Bennett 
Editorial 
'ub Possibilities 
Having a pub at UOP may seem 
out to many people, but the fact 
hat it may add a new dimension 
|U0P life. 
The pub would be a bar that ca-
°d to students over 21. By using 
ihcID cards, age could be deter­
ged and admission (with valida-
|n, of course) would be free. Friends 
F visitors would have to chip in a 
P foliar covet Students would also 
111'° mn UP a tab on their book-
pe charge. 
an on-campus pub would 
JP cut down DUI's given to stu-
ile Wp ter attending UOP for a 
vp L n°W many people who 
d Bvh" naUed on Country Club 
!denK T/apubcloseto home, 
d walk home instead of 
driving from Thursday to Saturday. If 
a student can walk to a campus pub, 
why drive? 
A pub would also bring the cam­
pus together. It could be an alterna­
tive to dorm room parties or frater­
nity bashes. They can be a lot of fun 
to attend, but having a pub can give 
another option to non-Greeks. People 
with no place to go would have an 
extra choice. 
Going to local bars and taverns 
can even mean trouble with so-called 
"townies," drunkards who are ready 
to start something with young college 
students. 
UOP could stand to make a lot of 
money by having a pub. Charging 
money for drinks would help UOP 
rake in the dough. It is obvious that 
UOP is moving in the direction of 
being alcohol friendly by having a 
beer garden at the Fall Festival, so 
why not a pub? 
And if a big draw is necessary, 
UOP management could bring in 
entertainment, such as live bands (it's 
about time), poetry readings, or jug­
gling tap dancers. The pub could even 
have cigarette vending machines. 
St. Mary's and Stanford Univer­
sity have pubs, so why can't UOP? 
If you build it, they will come. 
Tilur-, Fri. & Sat. 
"A Tradition 
of Excel! 
M 
III HIRING 
Call 
916.638.7397 or 
9I6.4642090 
or Contact vottr 
local CUP Office 
I 
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The Last Word On... 
A lot of growing up to do 
DAVID OTTENFELD 
Opinion Editor 
"If the blind lead the blind, both 
shall fall into the ditch." 
-Bible, Matthew 15:14 
One can look at UOP and point 
out things they like. But it's much 
easier to scorn things that bother us. 
After being around for five years, 
I have to say I've become somewhat 
of an expert on UOP. I know about 
student government, athletics, and 
the nightly party scene. 
Student government at UOP is a 
funny subject. 1 ask you, fellow 
reader, if you know what COPA is? If 
you do, bravo! If not, then maybe 
you should do some research. But the 
fact is that the word doesn't seem to 
get around. We are still oblivious of 
what goes on in student government. 
The $52.50 that all of you stu­
dents give to ASUOP does many 
things you never hear about. Stu­
dents could be faulted for this, but 
the problem stays with the leaders 
of the student body that don't net­
work. But maybe networking could 
bring attention to problems that are 
going on. I don't know. 
Student government should step 
up and reach out to more students. 
Many don't care (look at the voter 
turn-out), so things need to be done. 
So what about athletics? I have 
to say, football's been beaten to death 
in the Pacifican, but it's still an is­
sue. Our athletic program, as a 
whole, is in great shape. Virtually all 
of UOP's teams are good. We no 
longer have to worry about a losing 
football program. I'm an athlete 
myself, and I'd be crushed if my sport 
was suddenly dropped. Politics killed 
UOP football, and now Stagg will be 
a haven for Jim Belushi fans. So foot­
ball players and coaches, have a beer 
for me. 
In my vision, Stagg should be 
used for live entertainment. And if 
that doesn't work, bring on the mon­
ster truck extravaganza. I'd go. 
Top Ten 
Complaints From 
UOP Students 
10. No recent 
Grace Covell Fire 
alarm gawk 
sessions early in 
the morning. 
c 
I Clin* 
j the i 
Clint 
in of 
1 
Ame 
leled 
Lust 
9. AKL will have |the 
their own dining lean 
hall. 
8. There's housing] 
contracts. 
CNl 
wot 
ball 
7. Stop signs exist 
at every corner of 
UOP's campus. 
6. UOP mail is 
being delivered to| 
your last year's 
residence. 
5. McCaffrey 
Center merchants] 
that don't shut 
Finally, let's talk parties. 
I'd have to say, after four years 
it's the same old crap. Fraternity par­
ties are fun, but it can get repetitious 
after four years. Then you have drunk 
freshman spilling beer on me and my 
friends. Sure, I was there myself, but 
now I'm in the same position as 
other upper classmen were back 
then. 
Guidi's is fun, but I've been there. 
Like I said, I've been there. Jimmy's 
was fun for a couple of years, and I 
even have a year old tab sitting be­
hind the bar. I'll pay it before I leave 
UOP, to pay my respects I guess, so 
why go back. Jimmy's does have the 
strongest drinks I've ever had, but 
nowadays I want to drink things that 
taste good. The party scene rocks, but 
I have better things to do with my 
spare time. 
The fact is I've grown at UOP, 
even though some still claim I "have 
a lot of growing up to do." They're 
wrong, and as usual, I'm right. 
up. 
4. Public Safety 
stare downs. 
3. 8 o'clock 
classes. 
2. Jimmy's isn't in I 
walking distance 
from UOP. 
1. Tiger Grocery 
doesn't sell 
alcohol. 
Compiled by: 
Deanna Stepbenso' 
Few ^^peopie will ever set foot in an office At OCS you'll oevetco the Qualities you need to be­
like this. But then, few people nave what it lakes to be come a Marine Officer Invaluable training that could 
a Marine Officer. Officer Candidates Schcoi (OCS) .s lead to an exciting career ,v aviavon if you've got 
the first step towards pieparing you for a lf ra<:es ^ 3 <ea<*ef Marrnei- X00 
future beyond anything you could imagine i rJuil Lii\C& could get an office with a spectacular view TVAk TJte Awtf fW Hvrm 
For a career that makes a world of difference, see Captain Philo next week outside 
the Student Union or call (800) 967-USMC ext. 1440 
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llC DEWEES 
W Columnist 
Can the public really trust Bill 
Lton? Does it want to cope with 
e repercussions from a second 
II linton term? What is more impor-Jt lt has Clinton fulfilled his cam-
ill : I gn promises during his four years 
loffice? 
• This is a question facing all 
pjyjinericans due to the upcoming 
fiction. Let's begin by evaluating 
1* Is term based on reliable facts. 
One of the major issues during 
last election was balancing the 
Jget. On balancing the budget, 
ndidate Clinton said during 
«,'N"s Larry King Live (6/4/92), "I 
mid present a five-year plan to 
lance the budget." This is a clear 
ample of a broken promise. 
Congress never received any 
fpe of five-year budget plan from 
:esident Clinton. In fact, none of 
,je budgets proposed to solve the 
'•rrent budgetary problem were 
If'ftssed by Congress or signed until 
, ®96. After five different budgets 
' ™ d been proposed, a budget was 
tally passed. 
This budget would "achieve all 
[nds of things, but a balanced bud-
h is likely not among them," ac-
trding to The Washington Post (1/ 
How about examining a second 
Hilar issue: campaign finance re-
prm Bill Clinton wrote in Putting 
P'e P'rsL "[I will] end the unlim-
J soft money contributions that 
e ^nnelled through the national, 
ate, and local parties to presiden-
pl candidates." 
Once again, a broken promise, 
'he Washington Post (6/24/94) 
Lai n "[Clinton's] appearance 
Mal Democratic National Commit-
• dinner was picketed by Com-
lint?"Se' The grouPis upset that 
lm n s Performance in pushing 
i paign reform has not matched 
litrai! T? and that his party has 
lonpv-6 h 9^* *n 'arSe 's°rf 
j » donations he promised to 
its7 in3t adout middle-class tax 
I 16/q/ te'evfsion advertisement 
(lintnn Vlinton said, "I'm Bill 
•Pangp tt. y°u deserve a 
Ian to getathSpWhy IVe °ffered a 
?ajr economy moving 
ix cut ^ng With a mihdle-class 
mother broken promise. 
^Plax-ed'7rY°Tk, TimeS (8/8/93) 
... couple of the tax in-
25 billion t7 bUli0n gas tax" • ' a 
?ciP'ents wHhn-S°Clal Security 
with incomes over 
$34,000." Clinton has admitted to 
initiating the highest tax hike in 
American history several times. He 
said, "[We] had to raise taxes on a 
lot of you more than we wanted to 
and we had to cut spending less," 
at a Clinton/Gore fundraiser in Dal­
las, Texas (10/16/95). 
Regarding government regula­
tion, Bill Clinton said on CNN's 
"Morning News" (11/20/91), "We 
need to radically restructure gov­
ernment to... reduce unnecessary 
rulemaking and bureaucracy. .. " 
A blatant broken promise. 
The Office of Federal Register 
(3/96), which is responsible for list­
ing all new and proposed regula­
tions, determined that in three 
years that the Clinton administra­
tion generated 188,725 pages in the 
Federal Register. 
The facts clearly show that 
President Clinton has failed to be 
accountable to the American pub­
lic. An understanding of Clinton, 
based on straightforward facts in­
stead of loaded political jargon, will 
best assist everyone in making their 
decision for the election. 
Democratic Senator Bob Kerry 
of Nebraska, in Esquire (1/96), 
stated, "Clinton's an unusually good 
liar. Unusually good. Do you real­
ize that?" 
These, by the way, are only a few 
of the unfulfilled promises. He made 
promises regarding Congressional 
staff cuts, crime, defense and na­
tional security, ethics, an agenda for 
his first 100 days in office, health 
care reform, lobbying, Medicare, 
military readiness, quotas, reinvent­
ing government, social security, 
spending cut, Vietnam, Welfare re­
form, and White House staff cuts 
which also missed the mark. 
It seems as though President 
Clinton may not be too good at ful­
filling promises, but he is very adept 
at fooling the masses via public ig­
norance and apathy. 
L J rt f 
l! 
( 
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FUNDRAISING 
8993 and mention UOP ad. week. Contact Julie Cowan-Lacey, 
214 Knoles Hall. 
Fast fundraisers available- Raise 
$500 or more in only one week! 
Greeks, clubs, motivated individu­
als. Easy-NO financial obligation. 
For more information Call: 1-800-
862-1982 Ext. 33 
Lisa Orozco Lynch seeks 
childcare provider. Live in for room 
and board and small salary. Close 
to campus. Spanish speaking pre­
ferred. Call 942-6105. 
FOR RENT 
Room for rent. All util. pd. 
$350 Beautiful home, nice area, 
near UOP. 466-3775. 
The Cook and the Trainer seek 
Central Office Assistant, mainly 
data entry. Contact/Send resume 
to 11280 N. Alpine, Stockton 
95212, Christy Morgan, 333-1000 
or FAX 333-0899. 
Biology Department seeks 
Work-study Lab Assistant(s) 10 
hours/week. Contact Ginger 
Hudson in Classroom Building 
227. 
Dun and Bradstreet Informa­
tion Services seeks Customer Inves­
tigation Consultants for telephone 
inquiries, business information re­
port writing and updating, and 
other activities. Contact Suzanne 
Bakke, 8950 Cal Center Drive, Suite 
238, SAC 95826, 916-369-1396, 
FAX 369-1946. 
Christina Flowers 
Classified Advertising 
946-2115 
cover letter and three 
samples. 
Roomate wanted: to share 2 
bedroom house. $325 util. paid, 2 
miles from UOP, bath, kitchen, 
laundry and kitchen priviledges, 
prefer female, non-smoker. Call 
473-7519 or 477-9107. 
For rent-1 bdrm. house. Only 
12 min. from campus with large 
fenced yard, gardener, and carport. 
$375 plus utilities. Call 477-1719. 
Kaplan seeks instructors for 
SAT, GRE, GMAT, MCAT, and/or 
TOEFL preparation courses in 
Northern California. Send resume, 
cover letters and score reports to 
Kaplan Educational Centers, 
NorthWest Regional Office 50 First 
Street, Suite 601, SF 94105. Atten­
tion: Richard Kang, FAX 415-905-
9010. 
IBM seeks Customer Support 
Assistant(s) in Sacramento area 20-
30 hours/week while maintaining 
a minimum of 12 credits through­
out academic year in Business, Fi­
nance, Accounting or Marketing 
major. Contact Raul Munoz, Pro­
gram Manager, HR Staffing Opera­
tions, IBM, 5600 Cottle Road, San 
Jose, 95193, (408) 256-2569, FAX 
256-8888. 
EDS seeks Editor to review and 
revise documents, graphics and 
other written materials. Contact 
Theresa Davis, Electronic Data Sys­
tems, 3215 Prospect Park Drive, 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670, at 
(916) 636-1284, FAX 636-1002. 
FALL ON-CAMPUS RECR[;; 
ING involves firms seeking resi®. 
for pre-screened schedules. Senir 
should visit Career Services to 15 
ister and sign-up for mandatory) 
cruiting Orientations. Tentativet 
of companies recruiting in fall) 
lows: Advanced Micro Device 
American Tourister, Andersen Cc 
suiting, Applied Aerospace Sin 
tures, BT Office Products, Cisco Sy 
tems, Target, Trans America. 
Ml 
R 
ti 
VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES I 
Girl Scouts seek Activities 
Leaders 20 hours/week, M-F, flex­
ible, l-4pm. Contact Pat at 473-
7997. 
Family Service Agency seeks 
Employee Assistance Program/ 
Managed Care Coordinator part-
time. Prefer MFCC. Resume to 
1030 15th Street, Modesto. 
FOR SALE 
Wayne and Katherine Setness 
seek "Home Assistant" for errands 
and other activities, $6/hour for 
flexible hours. Call 476-1952 or 
476-8487. 
Jim Zeller at Delta College 
seeks Term Paper Reader with good 
English skills. Contact Jim at 474-
5327 or 931-6033. 
Gov't forclosed homes for pen­
nies on $1. Delinquent tax, repo's, 
REO's. Your area. Toll free 1-800-
898-9778 Ext. H-8700 for current 
listings. 
Annual Pacific Fund seeks 
work-study Telemarketing Associ­
ates. $6/hour plus bonuses. Week­
day evenings 6-9pm. Call Julie at 
946-2500 or visit Burns Tower. 
Oakbrook Private School seeks 
Physical Education Instmctor for 
ages 1-8, 2-3 hours, twice/week. 
Contact Audrey Handey, 478-1455. 
Seized cars from $ 175. Porshes, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Cor­
vettes. Also Jeeps and 4WD's. Your 
area. Toll free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 
A-8700 for current listings. 
Conference of California His­
torical Societies seek a Work-study 
Assistant 10-12 hours/week. Con­
tact Joyce DalPorto, WPC, x2169. 
Work-study and non-Work-
study Tutors needed at Tutorial 
Center. Contact Jane Stuart, Ban­
nister Hall, 1st floor, x2437. 
AEROTEK, national technical 
temporary staffing corporation, 
seeks recruiters/trainees to eventu­
ally become Sales Representatives 
in various local and national 
branches. Contact Linda Hobrock, 
College Relations, 7301 Parkway 
Drive, Hanover, MD 21076. (800) 
807-4004, FAX (407) 889-5368. In 
Bay Area contact Eric Alms, Direc­
tor Branch Operations, 333 
Hegenberger Road, Suite 250, Oak­
land, CA 94621, (510) 568-2300, 
FAX 568-2949. 
Like working with childie: 
Mary Graham Children's Shell; 
seeks creative volunteers to help® 
ganize their Fall Carnival. Hit-
also need ongoing assistance intfc 
classroom. Contact Rose Clegg. 
468-6966. 
UOP Park Village Girl Sea-
Troop seeks students to assist wi: 
activities for young children 1 
hours per week, (Tuesdays 
6p.m.). Park Village is located! 
blocks East of campus. Childre: 
love welcoming their UOP friend 
No experience necessary. For mo 
information, call Peggy at 9ft 
2083 or e-mail at prosson@uop.e4 
PART-TIME/WORK 
STUDY JOBS 
Do you like flowers and flex­
ible hours? Sales position now open 
at THE FLOWER BOX. Call (209) 
477-7043 or 477-5574 or stop by 
the shop at 7135 Pacific Ave. 
Center for Management Devel­
opment seeks Work-study Student 
Assistant 10-15 hours/week. Con­
tact Myrna Vick, x2478 in Weber 
Hall for an interview. 
Burke Pain Management Cen­
ter seeks Receptionists to cover T 
and TR, from 2-6pm and M, W, and 
F, 9am-9pm. Contact Julie, 951-
9001. 
Domino's Pizza at 4343 Pacific 
Ave. is now hiring full/part time 
workers. Call 952-3030 for more 
information. 
Pharmacy Student affairs seeks 
Work-study Clerical Assistant 5 
hours/week. Contact Kathy Smith, 
Pharmacy School Building, x2529. 
Advanced Physical Therapy 
seeks Aide, M, W, and F mornings 
15-20 hours/week. Contact Kellie 
at 464-5771. 
FULL TIME JOBS 
MAJOR SYSCO country's larg­
est marketer and distributor of food 
service products seeks two Market­
ing Associates to develop and grow 
sales territory. Ideally, one will be 
bilingual English-Spanish and one 
bilingual English-Chinese (Manda­
rin and Cantonese). Each should 
posses knowledge of respective cul­
tures. Contact David DeWitt, Dis­
trict Manager, (800) 877-4194, ex­
tension 7750, 136 S. Mariposa 
Road, Modesto, CA 95354, FAX 
(209) 522-4655. 
Anderson Y Center's SatuitU 
Partners in Education seeks vote 
teers to host 7-12 year olds one£ 
urday a month from 8-4p-t 
Breakfast, lunch, and training P-
vided. Great group project! a 
Fran at 946-2444 or e-mail 1 
andersony@uop.edu. 
$1000's possible typing. Part 
time. At home. Toll free 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. T-8700 for listings. 
Physics Department Seeks 
Work-study Receptionist/Assistant 
11 hours/week. Contact Celia 
Nathe at Olson Hall, Rm. 101. 
$1000's possible reading 
books. Part time. At home. Toll free 
1-800-898-9778 Ext. R-8700 for list­
ings. 
Education Resource Center 
seeks Work-study Clerical Assistant 
10 hours/week. Contact Becky 
Riley-Gatz, Bannister Hall, 1st floor, 
x2458. 
ADP seeks Sales Associate in 
Stockton/Modesto area. Base $26k 
plus commission, car allowance, 
etc. Contact Elizabeth Ames, 2000 
Crow Canyon Place, Suite 450, San 
Ramon, CA 94583, 510-358-5006, 
FAX 358-5032. 
Marketing research firm seeks 
hone Interviewers for Saturday 
and Sunday and at least one week 
night shift. Clear speaking voice 
required. Contact Caroline at 476-
Athletic Media Relations seeks 
Work-study Student Assistants) 15-
20 hours/week. Contact Mike 
Millerick, Bannister Hall, x2479. 
Graduate School seeks Work-
study Clerical Assistant 10 hours/ 
Pacific Bell seeks Outside Plant 
Engineer, Field Operations Center 
Supervisor (outside), Maintenance 
Splicing Technician Supervisor, and 
customer Service Bureau Supervi­
sor. Contact Doug Cummings, 
3073 Adams Street, Riverside, Ca 
92504, 909-959-2101, FAX 351-
0574. 
MARCHAND MARKETING 
seeks Junior, Senior, or Graduate 
Marketing Interns. Full service 
marketing firm specializing in 
printing and graphic arts industries 
seeks interns to work in strategic 
planning—research, focus groups, 
interviews; publicity and public re­
lations—press releases, feature sto­
ries, case studies, event planning; 
electronic marketing—web site de­
sign and management; targeted 
marketing—lead generation, client 
database, and direct mail; and sys­
tems analysis and integration. 
Contact Susan Ryan, 665 Third 
Street, 5th Floor, SF 94107, (415) 
357-2929, FAX 357-2922. Resume, 
Vista/Americorps Openir-
immediate opening for full_ 
position in the UOP neigh • 
hood. Small living allows" 
provided. Excellent training' ^ 
traordinary opportunity to be • 
volved in a groundbreaking' 
munity building initiative. 0 
tact: Jeff Kositsky, Corn mi"; 
Services Coordinator, Rural 
fornia Housing CorpotaU 
(916) 442-4731. 
For additional information 
Part/Full Time job postings ^ 
Career Services, located on the 
ond floor of McConchie Hall, 
West Stadium, Stockton, CA 9" 
(209) 946-2361, FAX (209) 
276°. 
For additional inform*0® 
Volunteer Opportunities an 
rent updates, call the 
voice mail machine at 957-6 
the Anderson Y at 946-2444' 
; 1 
£rin Lewis 
a&E Editor 
946-2115 
ujcjevim 
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R.E.M. continues to bring fresh ideas to music world 
ABIENNE SERRIERE 
acifican guest writer 
In a time when popular 
music seems to be getting 
staje and predictable, R.E.M. 
dtfy the norm with their re­
cently released album "New 
Adventures in Hi-Fi." 
The rock quartet of now 
thirty-year-olds has bounced 
back from some major hard­
ships to sign with Warner 
Brothers for a five-album re­
cording contract. Despite all 
this activity, however, R.E.M. 
has remained fresh and new. 
How does a band that just 
signed an $80 million con­
tract with Warner Brothers 
keep from commercializing 
their sound? 
Mike Mills, the group's 
bassist says, "At the end of 
the day, we're just a rock-and-
roll band. The world of rock 
stardomness is not reality. I 
like to use the word 
'stardomness' because it tells 
you it's not real. It's totally 
silly and absurd." 
The band's newest al­
bum, "New Adventures in Hi-
Fi," which came out on Sep­
tember 10, was recorded dur­
ing their 1995 "Monster" 
tour. During sound checks 
before each show and some­
times in their dressing room, 
the band would play new songs i n -
stead of the music that would be in 
the show. 
"Usually sound checks are boring 
because you do four songs that you 
play every night anyway. Instead, we 
•sere coming in with all this new 
stuff," Buc^ explains. "We took this 
eight-track machine on the road and 
•t proved to be much more relaxed 
'nan sitting in the studio...It was a 
eal liberating experience." 
This relaxed, true-to-life feel 
s™Ws UP in "Hi-Fi." The songs are 
jtbout dislocated characters placed in 
Afferent realities. "Hi-Fi" has a softer 
sound than their album "Monster." 
Be Mine" has some great guitar 
\,l|n^s com'ng from Peter Buck and 
•ke Mills. With poetic lyrics sung 
M h more cla"ty than ever from 
; 'cl?ael Stipe, the song sums up the 
*holefeel0fR.E.M. 
a tach new song has its own style 
Part to play in the travelogue of 
neir trip across the U.S. "Electrolite" 
fei?T hopelessness that the band 
s last year with its talk of L.A.'s 
R . E . M .  
ENTURES IN  H I -F I  
R.E.M. 's latest album was recorded while the band toured for the album, "Monster. 
Mullholland Drive. Despite the song's 
upbeat atmosphere, you can sense the 
underlying feeling that the happiness 
is only temporary. 
The lyrics in R.E.M.'s new album 
are uncharacteristically clear. You get 
the feeling that the band is trying 
very hard to communicate something 
that you haven't understood yet. 
Even "Zither," an instrumental piece 
without any words, catches you and 
draws you in. 
Interspersed with these soft songs 
are pieces with some of the same 
rhythmic intensity of "Monster. " The 
balance between the retrospective 
and looking forward is extremely well 
done and shows where the quartet is 
at this point in their career. 
"E-Bow the Letter" is the first 
single released from the album. With 
Patti Smith on backup vocals, the 
song is haunting and powerful. 
The obvious hit, "Bittersweet 
Me," is refreshingly non-mainstream. 
R.E.M. uses interesting lyrics-"I'd 
sooner chew my leg off than be 
trapped in this"-and a powerful 
drum/bass section to pound out its 
message. 
Also out last month was R.E.M.'s 
concert video "Road Movie" that re­
cently aired on MTV during a one-
hour special. The 90 minute full-
length version is due out later this 
month for consumer purchase. "Road 
Movie" includes music from "New 
Adventures in Hi-Fi" and some other 
songs written during the "Monster 
tour that didn't make it onto the CD. 
Despite R.E.M.'s apparent positive 
movement with the signing of the 
contract with Warner Brothers, the 
past year has not been all peaches and 
cream for the Georgia-based band. 
In Switzerland, R.E.M.'s drummer 
Bill Berry suffered a brain aneurysm. 
Bassist Mills had abdominal surgery 
and Stipe went through hernia sur­
gery. In May, the group separated 
from manager Jefferson Holt after in­
vestigations on sexual harassment al­
legations against him. 
Peter Buck said "...this record and 
the traumatic experiences 
pulled us together in a way 
that makes me feel confident 
about the future again." 
Before signing with 
Warner Bros., R.E.M. was con­
sidering other options, in­
cluding Dream Works SKG, 
Capitol Records, and Sony 
Music. The decision to stay 
with Warner Brothers was 
apparently for artistic rea­
sons. The $80 million dollar 
contract is the largest in mu­
sic history. 
"Hi-Fi" is the last album 
in their last contract with 
Warner Bros. The new con­
tract for five records of com­
pletely new material will last 
until the band members are 
in their fifties. 
How can R.E.M. still be as 
popular as they were in the 
80's with the younger genera­
tion? 
Guitarist Peter Buck says: 
"There's a way to do it vyhen 
you're an adult without it be­
ing mellow and old. People 
think of rock 'n' roll as rebel­
lion, being cool. We were 
never that kind of band-
rebel for rebellion's sake. If 
you really wanted to rebel 
you'd take all your money 
and give it away. That is re­
bellion." 
In the next year the band 
will stay home in Athens, 
Georgia, and record a new album. The 
following year they will go on tour 
with "New Adventures in Hi-Fi" and 
the new songs they write. 
Buck sums up the band's mental­
ity in their music. "Reading is more 
important, but people don't read. 
They listen to pop songs." 
Music Review 
R.E.M. 
"New Adventures in 
Hi-Fi" 
Warner Brothers 
four stars 
Additional information 
for this article was taken 
from the Official R.E.M. 
Homepage. You can visit the 
website at http:// 
www.stipey.com. 
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Music reviews 
Everything But the Girl makes a 
fine remedy for Headcrash 
New music releases from Everything But the Girl, Headcrash, 
Scarce, start off new music column 
RYAN BAZELEY 
Pacifican staff writer 
This is the first installment of 
The Pacifican's new music column. 
For the most part, 1 will be review­
ing CDs, but eventually I plan to 
expand the column to include 
movie, concert and restaurant re­
views, home-repair tips, personal 
ads, astrological predictions, sex 
advice, personal grooming ideas, 
tasty recipes and some ranting and 
raving. 
This week, I will stick with CD 
reviews. 
Please understand that I do not 
profess to be a music expert; I'm 
just someone who owns a lot of 
CDs and has a little too much free 
time on his hands. 
But the Everything 
Girl , , „ 
"Walking Wounded 
(Atlantic) 
Grade: A+ 
CVCRYTHiNG 
BUT TH€ GIRL 
it isn't. 
Headcrash 
"Overdose on 
tion" (Discovery) 
Grade: D 
Tradi-
This CD is the reason I was 
sick and vomiting (see above). It 
is a lethal combination of metal, 
techno, and rap. 
This CD encompasses some of 
the worst guitar thrashing and 
white-guy rappin' I have ever 
heard. These guys sound a lot like 
311, but with one major differ­
ence—311 doesn't suck. 
I guess if Discovery Records 
ever gets wind of this review, this 
will be the last promotional CD 
they ever send me, which will be 
a shame, since I think Devo is on 
this label now. But everyone 
knows that Devo rules, so there's 
no need to review them. 
EBTG are a British folk-guitar 
duo who struck it big last year 
with a dance remix of their tune 
"Missing." Capitalizing on the 
club success of that song, EBTG 
have hung up their guitars and 
plugged in the drum machines on 
their latest offering. 
"Walking Wounded" is a great 
combination of Tracy Thorn's 
sweet voice and funky trip-hop, 
jungle and house beats. 
1 bought this CD one night 
when I was sick and vomiting. I 
put this baby in the stereo and I 
swear it made me feel better. Now 
I'm not saying that this CD is a 
miracle cure for nausea, but then 
again I have no definitive proof 
Scarce 
"Deadsexy" (A&M) 
Grade: B 
Before I wrote this review, I 
cruised by Scarce's web site. It 
turns out that, as of last week, 
Scarce is no more. 
The three members have cho­
sen to call it quits and pursue solo 
careers. This was a bad decision, 
because I think that given another 
year or two, this band could have 
put out a really great album. 
"Deadsexy" is an album with 
a lot of potential. The sound of the 
band is comparable with that of 
the Pixies or the Toadies (which is 
somewhat of a redundant state­
ment since the Toadies are just a 
Pixies knock-off). 
The problem is that Scarce 
sound a little too much like these 
other bands. Their music is great— 
it's just unoriginal. There are, 
however, a couple of tunes that 
give the band a sound of their 
own. 
I think that had the band 
stayed together long enough to 
develop their style a bit more, they 
could have struck it big. But now 
I guess we'll never know. 
If you want a CD 
reviewed, call Erin 
Lewis at 946-2115 
STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE 
I f t f t f t O o u d d O  0 .  
lr 
ARIEL DORFMAN 
OCTOBER 
M™MAIDEN 11-26 
BY 
The first of two non-subscription 
plays at SCT, this searing ADULT 
DRAMA is set m South America. 
This political thriller explores the 
results of repression with brilliant 
theatricality Death and the Maiden 
promises nvetmg suspense... so 
fasten your seat belts for an 
intsllectual.wriRe knuckle nde. 
DIRECTED BY 
RICHARD GARVIN 
It FOR MATURE AUDIENCES 
a r >  ( W W )  o  o  u < J  u  i  
TICKETS 
110*112 n&SIO 
BOX OFFICE 
473-2424 CURTAIN TIMES Dundty iXp m. fndn A Smmtrday A p m. 
MnMowl Xpm. 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
2  FORI  
WITH UOP ID 
• VSCT 
2312 ROSE MARIE LANE • STOCKTON 
The Pacifican 
What's hot 
in movies, 
music 
KING FEATURES 
Top 10 movies 
1. First Wives Club 
2. Extreme Measures 
3. Last Man Standing 
4. Two Days in the Valley 
5. Fly Away Home 
6. Bulletproof 
7. First Kid 
8. Independence Day 
9. Tin Cup 
10. Maximum Risk 
Top 10 singles 
1. No Mercy: "Where Do You 
Go" (Arista) 
2. Los Del Rio Bayside Boys 
Mix: "Macarena" (RCA) 
3. Celine Dion: "It's All Com 
ing Back To Me Now" (550 
Music) 
4. Sheryl Crow: "If It Makes You 
Happy" (A&M) 
5. Westside Connection: "Bow 
Down" (Priority) 
6. Aaliyah: "If Your Girl Only 
Knew" (Blackground/Atlantic) 
7. Keith Sweat featuring Athena ] 
Cage: "Nobody" (Elektra/EEG)! 
8. Az Yet: "Last Night" (LaFace/ 
Arista) • 
9. Merril Bainbridge: "Mouth" 
(Universal) 
10. RuPaul: "Snapshot" (Rhino) 
JL- CinemaCot "Enterprises j 
PLAZA CINEMA 
5757 PACIFIC AVE. 478-5965 
BARGAIN MATINEES DAILY ALL SEATS S3.75 UNTIL 6P¥ 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
I SPITFIRE GRILL 
(PG13) M-F: 9:15 
SAT-SUN: 12:30,5:00 4:30 
EMMA 
(PG) B-F: 7:00 
SAT-SUN: 2:45,7:15 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
JACK 
(pQ) H-F: 8-.1» 
SAT-SUN: 12:15,4:45, T" 
PHENOMENA 
(PG13)M-F:TH» 
SAT-SUN: 2-XJ® 
- 7 - j  HQ I t  IP  4 .X f: 
L&l 'llMllffliMU ' 
6262 WEST LANE - 955-5660 
Bargain Matinees in () 
Advance Ticket Sales Available at the BoxOmc* 
FRI-SUN: (12:20. 12:50. 3:40. 4:10) 7:00. 
7:30.10:00. 10:25 
MON-THUR: <3:40. 4:10) 7:00. 7:30- 10W_ 
GHOST AND THE DARKNESS 
FRI-SUN: (11-35. 12:30. 2:05. 2:45. 
7:05. 7:35. 9:35. 10:05 
MON-THUR: (2:05. 2:45. 4:35. 515) 
^ 10:05 — 
THE CHAMBER 
FRI-SUN. (12:00.2:15.4:45) 7:15. 9:45 
MON-THUR: (2:15. 4:45) 7:16,9:45 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
FRI-SUN: (12:45, 4:05) 7:10. 9:50 
MON-THUR: (4:05) 7:10. 9 50 
FLY AWAY HOME 
FRI-SUN (12:05. 2:35. 5:00) 
MON-THUR: (235, 5:00) 
TIME TO KILL 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
FRI-SUN: (12:50, 5:50) 9:30 
MON-THUR: (550) 9.30 
2 DAYS IN THE VALLEY 
DAILY: (3.-00) 7:20 
f ' 
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pif . 
left) in the adventure thriller "The Ghost and the Darkness.' 
e review 
ions and Kilmer and Douglas, oh my! 
UA POWELL 
can staff writer 
Stephen Hopkins agonized for 
'« over the casting of the lead in 
latest film, The Ghost and the 
kness." 
Hopkins wanted a British power-
!Se for ^e role, thinking that the 
rec)uirements would be too steep 
any American. Constant phone 
rom Val Kilmer doing various 
Impersonations convinced 
° nv'se and won Kilmer a role 
ir no business owning. 
at choice would prove to be 
rfn^nly m'sta'(e in the produc-
fi,m , e Ghost," but it would rob 
Wi°. the S^eatness it could have 
* "J1 ^tter hands than Kilmer's, 
n PaflL revo'ves around Colonel 
ih c 7°n'an engineer in the En-
;Xyal Army in 1896. He is as-
Afnr 50nstructa bridge in a region 
t Erif Wn as Savo in the hopes 
GPT_, wi" wln the battle against 
to control Africa, 
iv of ,y after Patterson's arrival, his 
*ers K^os'erri' Hindu, and African 
np ,i0me terrorized by two man-
i corr "S" The main action °f the 
>at*n* the struggle undertaken 
n and a lion hunter, Charles 
Remington (Michael Douglas), to de­
stroy these lions whom the natives call 
The Ghost and The Darkness. 
What sets this movie apart from 
any other "rampaging animal" flicks is 
the symbolic journey that Patterson 
must go through and the role the lions 
play within that journey. 
The opening of the film is a 
masterstroke by Hopkins. As Patterson 
disappears into the smoke of the train 
engine taking him to Africa, he enters 
an untamed world. That world isn't 
simply a new continent but the wild 
and dangerous animal portion of a 
man's psyche. 
Patterson faces down the chal­
lenges of Africa at first, confident that 
he had prepared himself for the un­
known horrors he might find. He dis­
covers he was wrong. The ensuing 
battle isn't against an actual animal, ifs 
against the animal within. 
Unfortunately, all of this wonder­
ful symbolism remains intact only due 
to the strength of William Goldman's 
brilliantscriptand Hopkins'breathtak­
ing direction. If we had to rely solely 
on Kilmer's performance, any shred of 
symbolism would have been lost 
Kilmer obliterates his believability 
in the first thirty seconds of film as he 
tells us he's an Irishman and proceeds 
to dole out an accent with, at best, con­
fused parentage. A keen ear will hear 
most of the northern European coun­
tries represented in his dialogue. 
However, Kilmer does manage to 
portray Patterson's fear at facing the 
force of nature he encounters. He even 
manages to hint at the possible insan­
ity his character nears as Patterson fi­
nally stands alone against the last lion. 
Michael Douglas produced "The 
Ghost," which would give a much-
needed explanation for his being cast 
Goldman's dialogue for the rough and 
tumble Remington is tricky and finds 
little life in Douglas. 
Like Kilmer, Douglas has some nice 
moments, including a telling scene 
wherein Remington joins in the dance 
of the Masai warriors. Still, such mo­
ments are few and rarely approach the 
power infused by Goldman. 
Only Hopkins proves up to the 
challenge of interpreting the script. 
With some ingenious editing and cam­
era work, Hopkins makes tangible the 
bubbling power of the animal within 
and the danger inherently found there. 
Goldman makes Patterson a 
bridge-maker. As the character's wife 
tells him, he "has to go where the riv­
ers are." 
The character describes his task as 
"bringing worlds together," and he 
spends the entire film trying to do just 
that on many levels; whether that is 
land, peoples, governments, or the 
unknown forces within. Patterson has 
to span those rivers and it may cost him 
everything to build those bridges. 
While Kilmer and Douglas struggle 
to tread water with such high stakes, 
Hopkins sails across them with beauty 
and strength. 
"The Ghost and the Darkness" is 
well worth seeing If only to remember 
what good screen writing and good di­
recting look like. The action scenes are 
incredible and the special effects are 
brilliant 
"The Ghost and the 
Darkness" 
Rated R 
1/2 
three and a half stars 
The rare movie that has action 
as well as depth. Definitely worth see­
ing. 
You can catch this flick at Holi­
day Cinema 8,6262 West Lane, in 
Stockton. Caii 955-5680 for 
showtimes. 
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Thursday October 17 Street, Stockton. Call 943-6938 for more information. 
ON C AMPUS Saturday October 19 
Foreign Student Advising Pizza Party, 
6 p.m. Bechtel Center. 
p.m. Wendell Phillips Center's Albright 
Auditorium. This is the third film in the 
October film festival. Professor Diane 
Borden will speak after the 6:30 p.m. 
showing of the film. Admission is free. 
ON CAMPUS Tuesday October 22 
McCaffrey Center Theater's Disney 
Animated Movie Series: "Peter Pan," 8 
p.m. at the McCaffrey Center Theater. 
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for se­
niors and children under 12. Free to UOP 
students with a valid sticker. 
Field Hockey: UOP vs. Southwest 
Missouri State, 1 p.m. Brookside field. 
Call 946-2UOP for ticket information. 
ON CAMPUS 
M.F.C.H.A. Meeting, 8 p.m. Bechtel 
Lounge. 
McCaffrey Center Theater's Disney 
Animated Movie Series: "The Little Mer­
maid" 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Center 
Theater. General Admission is $3, $1.50 
for seniors and children under 12. Free 
to UOP students with a valid sticker. 
Chi Alpha Christian Bible Study & 
Meeting, 7 p.m. Z-Building Northwest. 
Muslim Student Association Weekly 
Meeting, noon. WPC 130. 
Phi Delta Kappa New Member Ini­
tiation, 4:30 p.m. Morris Chapel. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon New Member 
Initiation, 8:30 p.m. Bechtel Center. 
Men's Basketball Clinic, 8:30 a.m. Z-
Building West. 
Sunday October 20 
Women of the World present: "The 
University Presidency - A Wife's Perspec­
tive," with Karen De Rosa, noon. Bechtel 
International Center. Sponsored by the 
Office of International Services. Free. 
Light refreshments will be served. 
United Nations Day Program: "The 
UN in 1996: A Balance Sheet," noon to 
1 p.m. Bechtel International Center. Pre­
sented by Tuesday World Forum. Lunch 
will be served free to all UOP students. 
All others are asked to contribute $2 to 
$3 as a donation. 
ON CAMPUS 
Friday October 18 
McCaffrey Center Theater's Disney 
Animated Movie Series: "Beauty and the 
Beast," 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Center 
ITieater. General Admission is $3, $1.50 
for seniors and children under 12. Free 
to UOP students with a valid sticker. 
Wednesday October 23 
ON CAMPUS 
Fall Fes 
Tentative schedule 
11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
11:50 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
Greek - lip sync 
Music: 
ties 
1:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
UOP Pep Band 
Openin; 
mainai 
3:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
King 
JimB 
The S, 
Hearts 
jazz 
ON CAMPUS 
Field Hockey: UOP vs. Vermont, 3 
p.m. Brcxrkside field. Call 946-2UOP for 
ticket infonnation. 
Music at the Museum Concert, 3 
p.m. Haggin Museum, Stockton. 
Award winning lecturer, Will Keim, 
speaks on alcohol and substance abuse 
awareness, 8 p.m. Faye Spanos Concert 
Hall. See highlight below. 
McCaffrey Center theater's Disney 
Animated Movie Series: "Cinderella" 8 
p.m. at the McCaffrey Center Theater. 
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for se­
niors and children under 12. Free to UOP 
students with a valid sticker. 
Stockton Prevention Services Red 
Ribbon Celebration Family Fun Day, 
drug, alcohol, and tobacco-free event, 7 
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Weberstown Mall. 
Everyone is welcome. 
COP Fall 1996 Faculty Meeting, 3 
p.m. Common Room. 
OFF CAMPUS 
presents Global Perspectives: "U.S. ft 
mocracy: Can it be Exported?" Proft* 
sor Jim Derleth of the Political Sdence 
department will lead the discussion or. 
the likelihood for success of U.S. denicv 
racy abroad. Noon to 1 p.m. Bechtel lr 
ternational Center. Light refreshment 
will be served. 
Monday October 21 
Stringin' Along, 6 p.m. Valley Brew­
ing Company. 157 W. Adams Street, 
Stockton. Call 948-2537 for more infor­
mation. 
Women's Volleyball: UOP vs. Utr 
State, 7 p.m. A.G. Spanos Center. Ca! 
946-2UOP for ticket information. 
OFF CAMPUS 
ON CAMPUS Thursday October 24 
Friday October 25 
ON CAMPUS 
Pamela Laws of Seven Day Diary, 7 
p.m. Blackwater Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite 
ASUOP Senate Meeting, 9 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room. 
"Midnight Cowboy," 6:30 and 9 
ON CAMPUS 
The Office of International Services 
"Crimes of the Heart" 8 p."1 
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in tt* 
Drama Building. Presented by the Dia® 
HIGHLIGHT: Lecture by Will Keim 
Award winning lecturer, Will Keim, 
speaks on leadership Wednesday, Octo­
ber 23, at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall. Professor 
Keim, a popular speaker 
within the Greek sys­
tem, has been a featured 
speaker at the national 
leadership workshops of 
all UOP fraternities and 
sororities, as well as at 
750 other campuses 
worldwide. 
Professor Keim has a 
Will Keim has been a 
featured speaker at 
750 campuses 
worldwide. 
BA and MA from UOP and a Ph.D. from 
Oregon State University. The author of 
The Education of Character: Lessons for Be­
ginners, Keim is also one of the most 
popular speakers within 
the college circuit. 
Wednesday, he will 
address the importance 
of leadership and re­
sponsibility of personal 
choices among college 
students. This appear­
ance is sponsored by the 
Greek Council, Cross 
Roads Alcohol Peer Educators and the 
Student Activities Office. 
ralpndar Editor Arts & Entertainmprit 
Campus talk at Delta College 
On Thursday October 24th, Kevin Jennings, na­
tionally known author and activist, will appear at 
Delta College, to give a talk entitled: America's Les­
bian And Gay History From Columbus To Clinton. 
The talk will take place in the West Forum from 
7P.M. to approximately 8:30 P.M. in the Cunnigham 
Lounge. 
Tickets will be available at the door and a dona­
tion of $5 is requested, but is not required. 
jnd Dance Department. General admis­
sion is $8, seniors and students $4. Call 
946-2116 to reserve tickets. 
Distinguished Alumni Awards Re­
ception & Banquet, 6 p.m. Raymond 
Great Hall. Call 946-2391 for more in­
formation. 
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer Tour­
nament: North Texas vs. CSU Sacra­
mento, 3 p.m. Stagg Memorial Stadium. 
Call 946-2U0P for ticket information. 
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer Tour­
nament: UOP vs. Oregon, 5 p.m. Stagg 
Memorial Stadium. Call 946-2UOP for 
ticket information. 
School of Pharmacy Reception in 
Appreciation of Emeritus Faculty, 6:30 
p.m. Rotunda 102. 
Sports Management Public Barbe­
cue, 4 p.m. Knoles field. 
UOP Jazz Ensemble's Homecoming 
Concert, directed by Allen Brown, 8 p.m. 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. General ad­
mission is $3, UOP students and children 
under 12 free. 
Women's Swimming: Pacific Invita­
tional, 1 p.m. Chris Kjeldsen pool. Call 
946-2UOP for ticket information. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Powerhouse, 6 p.m. Valley Brewing 
Company. 157 W. Adams Street, Stock­
ton. Call 948-2537 for more information. 
Verb, Ann Olivia Roxie, David Smith, 
' p.m. Blackwater Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite 
Street, Stockton. Call 943-6938 for more 
information. 
Saturday October 26 
ON CAMPUS 
"Crimes of the Heart," 2 p.m. & 8 
th n e^arcus Brown Studio Theatre in 
e Drama Building. Presented by the 
^rama and Dance Department. General 
py^sion is $8, seniors and students $4. 
946-2116 to reserve tickets. 
8 
Dren^erl^ardt 8011001 of Business Entre-
Kcom A|eminar' 9 am- Weber Hall, 
11 am- to 5 p.m. Arts & 
ofic Kins activities' coronation of Pa-
Belmhi f and music with Jim 
children Tlckete are $ for adults, 
Tentatmo . to COP students.. See 
e schedule of events inset. 
k 
be: 
raj 
l] 
y\ 
School of Engineering Alumni Claw 
Meeting, 11 a.m. Khoury Hall. 
School of Engineering Technical 
Seminars, 10 a.m. Khoury Hall 
School of Pharmacy Continuing 
Education Program, 2 p.m. Rotunda 103. 
Sports Management Youth Soccer 
Clinic & Barbecue, 11 a.m. Knoles field. 
Reunions: 
Class of 1981 -15 year reunion, 6:30 
p.m. The Alder Market. 
Class of 1976 - 20 year reunion, 6 
p.m. Raymond Great Hall. 
Class of 1971 - 25 year reunion, 6:30 
p.m. Stockton Hilton. 
Class of 1966 - 30 year reunion, 6:30 
p.m. Stockton Hilton. 
Class of 1961 - 35 year reunion, 6:30 
p.m. Stockton Golf & Country Club. 
Women's Swimming: Pacific Invita­
tional, 9:30 a.m. Chris Kjeldsen pool. Call 
946-2UOP for ticket information. 
Women's Volleyball: UOP vs. Ne­
vada, 7 p.m. Alex G. Spanos Center. Call 
946-2UOP for ticket information. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Powerhouse, 6 p.m. Valley Brewing 
Company. 157 W. Adams Street, Stock­
ton. Call 948-2537 for more information. 
Sunday October 27 
ON CAMPUS 
"Crimes of the Heart," 5 p.m. 
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in the 
Drama Building. Presented by the Drama 
and Dance Department. General admis­
sion is $8, seniors and students $4. Call 
946-2116 to reserve tickets. 
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer Tourna­
ment: Sacramento vs. University of Oregon, 
11 a.m. Knoles field. Call 946-2UOP for ticket 
information. 
The Fall Festival Classic Soccer Tourna­
ment: UOP vs. North Texas, 2 p.m. Knoles 
field. Call 946-2UOP for ticket information. 
Sports Management Public Barbecue, 
noon. Knoles field. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Collin Raye, Patty Loveless, Big House, 
6 p.m. October 27. Shoreline Amphitheatre, 
Mountain View. $15-522.50. Tickets available 
through Bass ticket outlets by calling 226-
2277. 
Upcoming Northern California Con­
certs 
Down By Law, October 28. Bottom of 
the Hill Club in San Francisco. 
^uthwSmJ1156' 6 Pm't0 11 Pm 
Smuin Ballets/SF: "Frankie & Johnny," 
8 p.m. October 30-November 1; 2 and 8 p.m. 
November 2; 2 and 7 p.m. November 3. Yerba 
Down By Law performs October 28 at Bottom of the Hill in San Francisco. 
Buena Gardens, 700 Howard St., S.F. 415-978-
2787. 
Linda Ronstadt, Aaron Neville, Dennis 
Miller, November 7,8:30 p.m. Davies Sym­
phony Hall, S.F. $50-51500. UCSF Cancer 
Benefit. 
David Lanz, 8 p.m. November 8. Herbst 
Theatre, ST. 415-392-4400. 
Stone Temple Pilots, 8 p.m. November 
9. San Jose Arena. 
/ 
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A fresh perspective 
Coming to terms with 
food in the dining 
halls not quite so easy 
A closer look at freshman life at UOP 
Oh yeah, I live in Grace Covell, 
home of The Freshman and the most 
understanding RA to ever walk the 
grounds of UOP. I won't give his 
name, but he lives across the hall 
from me on the third floor. 
When I first came to UOP, I 
couldn't imagine why my RA as well 
as some of the upperclassmen I had 
gotten to know didn't like to eat all 
(if any of) their meals in the dining 
halls either at Grace or Elbert. 
The first week of eating dorm 
food was good. After all, you could 
get as much as you wanted and you 
didn't have to do the dishes. 
The second week of eating dorm 
food was equally as good. I was on a 
steady diet of Lucky Charms for 
breakfast every morning. 
It was around the third week in 
which I began to notice that the 
menu seemed to be the same as it was 
the previous week and the week be­
fore that. But it didn't really bother 
me. 
When I went home for the week­
end for the first time since school had 
started, I noticed just how much dif­
ferent the dorm food was in contrast 
to the food my mom served at the 
dinner table. I took one bite of the 
meat lasagna, and 
WOW! It was like 
being struck by light­
ning. I think I had 
three helpings of la­
sagna that night. 
My parents, both 
of whom went away 
to college and both 
of whom ate dorm 
food, understood 
what I was going 
through. My 
younger sisters, 
though, thought I 
was crazy. 
When I came back to school Sun­
day afternoon, I ate at the Summit 
for dinner. I still think dorm food 
isn't the greatest, but when you're 
starved and all you have is a meal 
card, the dining hall is the only way. 
The author —or is it? 
ADAM ZAMANSKY 
Pacifican guest writer 
I am a freshman. That alone 
should tell you what I am going 
through. 
In high school I took college-prep 
courses and I aced all of them. I gradu­
ated with honors and I 
shook hands with the 
principal. I remember 
him telling me as I 
walked across the stage, 
"Good luck." 
Luck. That is what 
I need right now. 
I have only been 
here a month, and al­
ready I have studied 
more than I ever did in 
all of high school com­
bined. Between chem­
istry, biology, calculus, 
and the class every freshman has to 
take, Mentor, I have very little time 
to do much of anything with my life 
besides eat, sleep (I take that back—I 
get little sleep), and study. Maybe I 
will occasionally talk to the other 
people living in my dorm. 
The first week of 
eating dorm food 
was good. After 
all, you could get 
as much as you 
wanted and you 
didn't have to do 
the dishes. 
Do you have an idea for a column or story that you'd 
like to share? Contact Erin Lewis, A&E Editor, at 
the Pacifican, on the third floor of Hand Hall or 
call 946-2115. 
-?rr 
Mnvie review 
'First Wives Club' is tops 
\ t-»/-»rfrirrc RronHo *v>n 
King Features 
Making a movie based on a ste­
reotypical notion usually doesn t sit 
well with me. However, in the case 
of this romp of a flick, I'll put aside 
my distaste. 
The stereotype here is that of the 
spurned middle-aged wife, rejected 
by a husband who sets his sights on 
younger, firmer female flesh. 
(Frankly, I thought this sort of think­
ing went out in the 70's sometime.) 
What truly makes this film such 
a winner is the cast, an unbeatable 
combination of Diane Keaton as 
Annie, Bette Midler as Brenda and 
Goldie Hawn as Elise. The chemistry 
is so great, I'm hoping for a sequel. 
Annie is the mousiest of the 
three, willing to accept her husband's 
infidelities and work everything out 
on an analyst's (Marcia Gay Harden) 
couch. But here's the rub: the ana­
lyst is the one having the affair with 
Annie's husband (Stephen Collins). 
When she discovers this, she decides 
to join the "club." 
Midler portrays Brenda, married 
to an electronics maven (Dan 
Hedaya) who dumps her for a 
younger, sexier woman (Sarah Jessica 
Parker) and Hawn is aging movie star 
Elise whose producer-husband (Vic-
tor Garber) takes up with a teenager 
(Elizabeth Berkley). 
Elise, by the way, has had so 
much plastic surgery that her doctor 
(Rob Reiner) won't even consider do­
ing any more, despite her begging 
and whining. 
The three set out to seek their 
vengeance with a relish and energy 
to be admired. Their schemes are 
what provide the funniest, 
slapstickiest moments in this movie. 
There's lots of physical comedy go­
ing on here and it's truly a hoot. 
The cast is so superb, they make 
up for any weaknesses in the script 
and directing itself. If you're looking 
for a good, don't-have-to-think-
about-it, laugh-out-loud time at the 
movies, this is it. 
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| Applebee's Neighborhood Bar and Grill in Lodi is only 20 minutes away from campus, and definitely worth the trip. 
I Restaurant review 
Applebee's: Sure to please even the pickiest eaters 
I CHRISTINA FLOWERS 
I Podflcan staff writer 
Shortly after returning to Stock-
for the start of the semester, I 
eclded to visit Red Robin for dinner. 
| t pon arriving, I was surprised to find 
hat it had gone out of business dur-
•ng summer break. 
I was disappointed that yet an-
I , er maior chain had closed down 
s tockton location. The same situ-
on occurred a few years ago with 
e popular chain of Chevy's restau-
'ants- ^bis is difficult for me to un-
frstand, because both of these res-
rants had been extremely success-
mtind were located in highly traf-
hd«d. visible areas. 
. . "fortunately, Stockton seems t< 
proving that it is incapable of sup-
rants"'* man7 maj°r-chain restau-
resta^'S 'eaves tbe customers of these 
ien n"uants no choice but to make the 
these ^r've to Modesto, where 
uivp. r^s,aurants still thrive. It also 
a., . \e Stockton community in-
tfjja, j'n;'ess se'ection in the way of 
0DeiPHrlebee's Bar and Grill has just 
henr . 'n ***" and' in many ways, 
taur,rfarable to fbe Red Robin res-
*Pp|t ^,toclcton has lost. In fact, 
Price -. S combines the selection, 
Red o and environment of both 
obH1 and Chili's into a style 
uniquely its own. 
If Stockton cannot support this 
restaurant, its location in Lodi is cer­
tainly the next best thing. The drive 
is only about 20 minutes from UOP, 
which is comparable to the amount 
of time necessary to drive into down­
town Stockton and park. 
Stockton does have its share of 
restaurants, but Applebee's is some­
thing new and different. It definitely 
warrants the short drive. 
Applebee's is a large popular 
chain. In fact, you may even have one 
close to home. There are now hun­
dreds of locations throughout Cali­
fornia, which is impressive, consid­
ering Applebee's has only been 
around for a few years. 
Perhaps the restaurant's popular­
ity and success is partially due to the 
fact that it offers an incredibly exten­
sive menu with a variety of foods sure 
to please anyone of any taste. 
Applebee's serves just about any­
thing the typical person likes to eat, 
from pizza to salads, nachos, pasta, 
fajitas, stir fry, sandwiches, burgers, 
soups and desserts. Chances are, if 
you have a favorite meal or snack, 
Applebee's serves it and serves it well. 
The menu incorporates all types 
of food: American, Mexican, Chinese 
and vegetarian. There is even a 
Healthy Choice section filled with 
low-fat dishes. This is especially con­
venient and helpful for groups of 
people with different appetites and 
tastes, or for those who can never 
agree on what type of restaurant to 
choose for dinner. 
I am sure this has a direct appeal 
to families and may be a major rea­
son why Applebee's is a very family-
oriented restaurant. No one needs to 
agree on what kind of food they want 
to eat, because Applebee's really does 
have something to please everyone. 
The restaurant is decorated to 
give the feel of a friendly, relaxed, 
family-style place. The walls are liter­
ally masked in pictures of movie stars, 
sports players and celebrities, and ran­
domly adorned with collectibles, 
posters, memorabilia, and other cool 
junk. 
Applebee's even has a balloon 
man who travels from table to table 
making enormous balloon creations 
and hats. 
This upbeat, fun and modern en­
vironment attracts just about every­
one of every age. 
I have probably tried just about 
every one of the items on the menu 
in the many times that I have visited. 
I honestly can't remember ever hav­
ing something I didn't like. In par­
ticular, I recommend the quesadillas, 
the zesty chicken ranch salad, the 
steak or chicken fajitas, or the french 
dip and cheddar cheese croissant 
sandwich. For a special treat, try the 
delicious low-fat brownie sundae 
with vanilla yogurt and hot fudge, 
with only two grams of fat. Mea. 
prices vary, but are generally between 
S5-S9. 
If you are looking for a change 
and are up to a drive, or if you just 
want your very own balloon hat, go 
to Applebee's. You are sure to find 
exactly what you are looking for be­
cause Applebee's has got it all. 
MakingSmart 
Can Make You 
A Winner! 
When it comes to making 
important decisions in Hie, 
personal responsibility and 
respect for the law are always 
good guidelines to follow.,. * 
especially when it comes to 
dunking alcohol beverages. 
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW) 
celebrated on more tha n 'l ma < k iLVVV T 
Tile pouter cmttwt and NCAAWare just two of,he 
many grassroots progranw Anheoser-Busch supports to 
n< uurage ruspmisibln drinking by adult collegians. 
For mure information on (km and other programs 
.« « KOAAW. Fort State Univorsi,,,« 
.' I K«"S"S 676014011(1 or your local 
Anheuser- Busch wholesaler, 
You'll also get a chance to share vour ide^ u-iu, u sxsxs^Jrzsz' 
<he 'Know WhenT».VWh.^jw?"^ 
iCtir r » PdK of NCMW' ta all 
FRIENDS KNOW WHEN 
TO SAY WHEN"" 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 
3932 Budweiser Court 
Stockton, CA 95215 
1-800-CALL BUD 
5usie Berg 
Sports Editor 
946-2115 Sports 
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OP athletic cent ponent Members 
^fitness center thinks of new ways to attract students 
I0EKAH SLICK 
Wan guest writer 
it s the newest building on cam-
J inside there are gleaming rows 
[athletic equipment, all available to 
hp students for $85 a year, the 
Itjpest price in town. 
| Vet hundreds of students shun 
it Baun Fitness Center and pay far 
re to keep fit at off-campus facili-
*Our hours are more lucrative, we 
e more machines as well as per-
ial training programs designed to 
the needs of the individual," says 
eph Semillo, general manager at 
lifornia Fitness. According to 
lo, up to 300 UOP students use 
ir facilities. 
UOP pharmacy student Erin 
_n is one such student who pre-
California Fitness for precisely 
"Although the $15 a 
month may be slightly 
me expensive, it's worth 
^ when you consider the 
flexible hours and 
abundance of machines." 
(f reasons. She says, "although e $15 a month may be slightly 3re expensive, it's worth it when " consider the flexible hours and undance of machines." Green also 
I°y5 using the exclusive woman's 
Baun student is empty due to lack of student membership 
center that comes complimentary 
with California Fitness membership. 
Three-year member, Quail Lakes 
Supervisor and UOP graduate, Jody 
Littlepage says the main reason stu­
dents prefer Quail Lakes Athletic Club 
is due to Baun's inadequate locker and 
shower facilities. 
"If you're a busy person like I am, 
time is of the essence," Littlepage 
says. "I need a place where I can 
work-out and then shower and go to 
work or school without having to 
make an extra trip home." 
Quail Lakes also has more flexible 
hours and machines as well as a pool, 
spa, sauna, etc. Dev Krishnan, a 
graduate student in Business Admin­
istration, recently switched member­
ship from Baun to Quail Lakes. 
"Baun caters to athletes," 
Krishnan stated. "The majority of 
athletes are on scholarships and are 
using Baun facilities which are paid 
for by student tuition," Krishnan 
added. "Yet when students who pay 
for their membership want to work 
out, they have second priority to the 
exercise schedules of athletes." 
Baun officials said they are cur­
rently working to allay students' mis­
givings about Baun and attract new 
student members. 
"Baun's membership is still the 
cheapest in town," states assistant 
strength coordinator Thor Harrison. 
"We're doing a lot to try to get more 
students in here." 
Baun has recently extended its 
hours to try and be more flexible with 
student schedules. And despite what 
a majority of students might think, 
only 6-7 hours a week are reserved for 
athletic teams. Baun has also added 
new workout machines requested by 
students and provides aerobics classes 
that are free with membership. 
"Baun was created so that stu­
dents and athletes could cohabitate 
and create a family atmosphere," 
Harrison stated. "It was not built only 
for athletes. It was built for both." 
For those students considering 
joining a workout facility, Baun is 
currently $45 for a semester or $85 
for the year. It is open Monday 
through Thursday from 7 a.m. to 10 
p.m., Friday from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., 
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Currently, Baun is unavailable for stu­
dent use due to athletics Monday and 
Wednesday from 5 to 7 p.m., Tues­
day and Thursday from 4:30 to 6 
p.m., Friday from 5 to 6 p.m. and Sat­
urday from 10 to 11 a.m. 
Quail Lakes is currently doing a 
promotion of $29 per month with no 
enrollment fee. It is open Monday 
through Friday from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
and Saturday and Sunday from 6 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. California Fitness, offers a 
student special of $15 a month and 
is open 24-hours, Monday through 
Thursday. It closes at midnight on 
Friday and is open from 7 a.m. to 10 
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. 
The <)nl\ Number You'll Ever Need 
lor All Your Computer Needs... 
SOFTWARE 9 
COMPUTERS 
Ralph's Software & Computers 
^?9Eas! March Lane. Suite. C • Stockton. California 95207 
Pacific escapes with 
overtime win over UCSB 
Tigers hope to clinch women's soccer title 
The Pacifican 
Pacific rebounded from a 0-1 
overtime loss to Cal Poly SLO on 
Friday, to top the Gauchos by the 
same 1-0 score. Pacific was unable 
to score in the 90 minutes of regu­
lation, but the Tigers defense held 
UC Santa Barbara without a score 
as well, allowing only five shots on 
goal the entire game. 
Wendy Woolgar was finally able 
to score in the 106th minute on a 
shot from the penalty box. This 
goal gave Woolgar her seventh of 
the season. Pacific remains in first 
place in the Big West Conference, 
with a record of 4-1 in league ac­
tion. 
"This is a great win for us," said 
Head Coach Keith Coleman. "We 
are in complete control of our own 
destiny now. As long as we win our 
two remaining conference games 
we will win the Big West Confer­
ence." 
SPeCl' 
Sports 
T T g e r T b r e a k e v e n  a t  U O P  t o u r n a m e n t  
mpnt.it may coin 
RYAN BAZELEY 
Pacifican staff writer 
After two hard weeks of training 
and preparation, the men's water 
polo team went into last weekend s 
NorCal tournament with high hopes. 
The tournament, which is usually 
held at Cal or Stanford, was being 
held at UOP for the first time ever, 
and the Tigers were eager to prove 
themselves in front of their home 
But instead of coming out ahead, 
the Tigers only managed to break 
even, adding two wins and two losses 
to their record. The Tigers finished 
fourth in the fourteen-team field, 
which included the top twelve teams 
in the nation. 
Pacific's opening match was 
played against ninth-ranked UC 
Davis. The Tigers got off to a slow 
start and allowed Davis to open an 
early lead. But in the second half the 
Tigers fought back and sealed a 9-6 
UOP victory. 
Their second gamed pitted them 
against third-ranked Cal, who the Ti­
gers had previously fallen to in an 
overtime loss at last month s SoCal 
tournament. 
The rematch had all indications 
that it would turn out to be an en­
core performance of the Southern 
California loss. At the end of regula­
tion the Tigers and the Golden Bears 
were deadlocked at an 11-11 tie, and 
three of UOP's starters were watch­
ing the game from the bench, after 
they were ejected from the game. But 
the Tigers did not allow history to 
repeat itself and pulled through with 
a 14-12 overtime victory- their first 
this year. 
The victory over Cal sent the Ti­
gers to the semi-finals, where they 
faced the eventual champions USC. 
A win over the Trojans would have 
nut the Tigers one win away from a 
Cier linking However these 
hopes were thwarted by a 13-7 USC 
victory. The Tigers were unable to 
deal with USC's zone defense, which 
prevented their high scoring two-
meter men, Brad Schumacher and 
Ryan Price from getting the ball. 
Although this opened some qual­
ity outside shooting opportunities, 
the Tigers were not able to put the 
ball in the goal. 
In their final match of the wee^_ 
end the Tigers faced Stanford in the 
consolation final. Showing signs of 
fatigue, both physically and mentally, 
the Tigers fell to the Cardinal 8-5. 
This marked the Tigers' third con­
secutive loss to Stanford this season. 
Although the loss only meant the 
difference between third and fourth 
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place in the tournament, it maycome 
back to haunt the Tigers in the weeks 
t0 Unorder to qualify for the NCAA 
championships the Tigers must either 
win the MPSF conference tournamen 
(which will include UCLA, USC, 
Irvine, Cal, and Stanford) or be voted 
the number one team in the coun ry. 
According to coach John Tanner, 
"A win over Stanford would have put 
us m a good position to be at num­
ber one by the end of the season. This 
loss almost ensures that we'll have to 
win MPSF's if we want to go to 
NCAA's " 
The Tigers, now half-way through 
their season, will spend the next few 
weekends on the road with key con­
ference games at USC, UC Irvine and 
pepperdine. The Tigers' only remain­
ing home game will played on No­
vember 9 against UC Santa Barbara. 
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Name School 
— 
Tigers set up offense against Cal 
Scott Kaufmann 
i Jason Blaine 
Damon Bowers 
Jon Brock 
Vince Bruno 
Nigel Burton 
Bryan Chiu 
Jason Evans 
Darrin Faler 
John Fassel 
Ryan Green 
Kiko Griffin 
Jamie Harness 
James Heggins 
| Jake Hoffart 
Shon Kendall 
Graham Leigh 
Ty Locatelli 
Ryan McGinnis 
Zach Michalski 
Damon Perasso 
Deon Price 
Chris Rainey 
Yasin Reeder 
Jason Sadler 
Kato Serwanga 
Wasswa Serwanga 
Donnie Spragan 
Tom Stone 
Tyrone Watley 
Steve Wright 
Marcel Yates 
Craig Young 
North Texas 
San Jose State! 
Alabama 
Western Dlinoisj 
Washington 1 
Washington 
San Jose State! 
North Texas ! 
Weber State i 
Hawaii 
Cal Poly S.L.0. 
Morgan State 
San Diego 
Pittsburgh 
San Jose State ; 
New Mexico 
Western In® | 
Idaho 
San Jose State) 
Sacramento 
Idaho 
Cal Poly S.L0. 
Akron 
Nevada 
California 
UCLA 
Stanford 
Idaho State 
Iowa State 
Sacramento 
Boise State 
Cal Poly sto 
Tigers ready for busy weekend 
Field hockey to host Vermont SW Missouri State 
MIKE DALGETY 
Pacifican staff writer 
After two weeks without an offi­
cial game, the Tigers are set to resume 
play with a pair of games this week­
end at Brookside Field. 
In their latest action, the Tigers 
split a pair of games against Saint 
Louis University and Stanford. 
Jennifer Clanton scored the only 
goal of the game as Pacific shut out 
the Saint Louis University Lady 
Billikens 1-0 on October 4 at 
Brookside Field. 
Tiger goalkeeper Jocelyn Castillo 
recorded six saves as she earned her 
first career shutout. 
Pacific registered four shots on 
goal before Clanton found the back 
of the net with 27 seconds remain­
ing in the first half of play. Clanton 
has scored both Tiger goals of the sea­
son thus far. 
The next day, the Tigers were de­
feated by Stanford in a NorPac Con­
ference game at Palo Alto, 3-0. 
The Cardinal outshot Pacific 30-
2 for the game, but Tiger goalkeeper 
Sandyjones registered eight saves and 
held Stanford scoreless in the second 
half of play. 
The University of Vermont and 
nationally-acclaimed goalkep, 
Mindy Vinelli visit campus 
p.m. contest tomorrow after". 
Brookside Field. Vinelli rank e 
the nation in goals agains .fl 
3rd in save percentage, an 
total saves. „ confer-
Pacific (1-4, 0-3 NorPac ollIi 
ence) then hosts Southwes ^ ^ 
State Saturday afternoon at1 P,efore 
the Tigers' final home game 
the season-ending Western ^,0. 
Tournament at Brookside 
vember 9-10. 
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